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President's Message
seems to me, that the current genera
tion of us, has added a refreshing 
quality of grace and light hearted
ness. Nice combination; certainly 
marketable, hopefully profitable." 

Leslie D. Tincknell, AlA 1974 
"Competition, both from within 

and outside the profession, continues 
to place the Architect in a position of 
diminishing returns. The profes
sional society needs to address the 
problems to prevent an erosion of 
competence by members and firms." 

Robert B. Tower, AIA 1975 
"The MSA will be required to assist 

all members as they cope with a 'do- 
it-yourself' society. Computers that 
can design any building will threaten 
the need for Architectsand our regis
tration act. The computer-oriented 
firms will be the survivors, and the 
Society will probably be counting a 
smaller number of firms for member

were of course, from time to time, 
changes by the profession in its atti
tude and approach to the building 
process. We forgot the 'orders' and 
‘form doesn't follow function' any
more, it follows fancy; but these 
things didn't do it. If you ask me — 
and you did — I think our problem is 
with the unsurpers of our inherent 
rights and responsibilities. They are 
essentially our adversaries."

Frederick E. Wigen, AIA 1958-59 
"As a retired Architect of some 40 

years of practice, 1 am discouraged by 
the fact that we as practicing archi
tects do so little to encourage and 
help young architects to establish 
their own practice. Nothing much 
seems to have changed in 40 years. 
This has to be a major concern of the 
MSA."

Robert Lee Wold, FAIA 1966 
"The most important issue and 

challenge to MSA is to develop sup
port systems to help the Architects of 
Michigan maintain positions of lead
ership in the construction process. 
This is not entirely a new challenge, 
but it becomes more critical as the 
architect's leadership role continues 
to erode.”

Chase Black, FAIA 1968 
"The most important issue in the 

future, as it has been in the past, is 
the challenge to have each architect 
in Michigan as a member of the MSA, 
so that MSA may truly represent all 
Michigan Architects"

Almon Durkee, FAIA 1970 
'Fellowship always has been, and 

always will be, the main mission of 
the Society. We need toconstantly be 
aware that our Society represents the 
bringing together of the Architects of 
Michigan — to socia)i2e, to discuss 
their mutual problems and successes, 
as well as to conduct the business of 
the Society. Sustained and everin- 
creased emphasis on the social activi
ties will result in increased member
ship and many of the other objectives 
of the Society"

Howard Hakken, 1972 
"Michigan Architects historically 

have produced projects that are 
notable for their no-nonsense func
tion and serious attention to detail. It

hy Norman L. Hamann, AIA

I thought it would be interesting to 
you to expand the President's Mes
sage to include comments from the 
Society's Past Presidents. 1 asked 
them to address what they think to be 
the most important issue facing the 
MSA in the future. Looking ahead 
can be a very serious task so Nelson 
Nave, AIA of the Western Michigan 
Chapter/AIA created a wonderful 
cartoon. The caption comes from the 
january, 1890 minutes. Does any
thing ever change?

Kenneth C. Black, AIA I9J8-39 
"I have been retired for over fifteen 

years, during which I have not 
attended chapter meetings. 1 there
fore, do not know enough about cur
rent MSA problems to be able to offer 
any intelligent comments to the read
ers of the Bulletin. 1 will look fc^rward 
to reading the comments of others." 

Adrian Languis, FAIA 1947-48 
"As I reflect on more than 55 years 

of watching and being a part of the 
efforts by the MSA to enhance the 
purpose and practice of Architecture, 
I'm impressed with how much was 
accomplished toward that end when 
the dues were only $5.00. During 
that period, a survey by Fortune 
Magazine ranked Architecture as the 
most admired and respected of all the 
professions. We thought we had it 
made.

For reasons within or without the 
profession, we lost that position and 
prestige as master builders. There

ship.
Eugene DiLaura, FAIA 1976 
"Success is measured in many 

ways, however true success will for 
eternity be measured by what one 
has given, what one has done for 
others. Make time, take time to be
involved. For architects this trans
lates, in part to being involved with 
the local chapter, the state society 
and nationally where possible. We 
cannot continuously take. We must 
give our fair share. For giving is the 
true measure of success."

Arthur Nelson, AIA 1978
"The professional competence of 

our future architects is the most 
important issue of the present that 
addresses the future. The AlA- 
NCARB developed and sponsored 
Intern Development Program for 
Architects, with an amazingly flex
ible but structured program, takes 
the hit and miss aspect out of the 
Practice Education of our future archi
tects, and finally puts it on an equal 
footing with a traditional Academic 
Education for architects, completing 
the foundation for professional com
petence."

John W. Jickling, FAIA 1980
"Professional Liability Insurance! 

All other issues seem better address
ed at National or Chapter levels. Self
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insurance, going 'bare/higher deduct
ibles and lower coverage are the 
choices most offices face. Premi 
can easily be 10% or more of the cost 
of doing business. How do we reduce 
or recover this cost?"

Evic Askcn, FAIA 1981
"Like it or not . . . it's no longer a 

simple cottage industry of master and 
apprentice. Today's architect is 
trained on a broader scope. If AIA 
wants to speak for the profession, 
then its focus must shift from tradi
tional practice and include the archi
tect's contribution to society's envi
ronment.

"Heavy stuff? Think about it. Who, 
but the architect, is better qualified to 
deal with the issues of our deteriorat
ing urban and rural scapes?"

Michigan Architect 
own needs and by being relevant to 
the profession, will assure the con
tinuation of the Society of Archi- 
itects."

Roger Margerum, FAIA 1983
"Architects know that new facil

ities inspire new beginnings for the 
owner's programs. I observe this 
spirit reawakening in the MSA. 
There seems to be a collective pride 
inspired by the Beaubien House reno
vation in a time that exhibits a need 
for team work to promote the archi
tectural profession. The Beaubien 
House must be redirected for contin
uous promotion of all MSA inter
ests."

through his Robert Greager, AIA 1985
"My crystal ball view of future 

Issues is no better than it was when 1 
was president. With the Beaubien 
House remodeling complete, a sound 
budget in place, and (in partnership 
with Engineering Associations) 
effective lobbying system. I'm confi
dent we will face future issues from 
an informed pro-active posture."

James B. Shane, AIA 1986
"The most important issues facing 

MSA . . . Liability? Integration of 
education and practice? Public ed 
tion? The technology of practice? 
There is a temptation to focus 
of these 'concerns' as the significant 
'issue' of tomorrow. But essentially 
these are just more of the constant 
problems we encounter, and will 
handle with varying degrees of 
success.

In reality, the real issue facing 
a Society is our ability to become a 
truly cohesive, effective state organi
zation.

Dedicated, interested individuals 
will always rise through the ranks to 
lead the Society and provide the 
impetus for action. But without 
the involvement of an equally dedi
cated and interested rank-and-file, 
these actions will produce no real or 
lasting programs.

y view, the major issue facing 
the Society, its leadership and staff, is 
the need to develop an active 
involved membership across the 
state, working on common programs 
toward common goals."

Norman L. Hamann, AIA 1987 
"The MSA needs to recognize and 

analyze the changes that are making 
the profession different; and position 
itself as a leader in making the deci
sions required for a strong profes
sion. The MSA must work, in a coop
erative effort with the architectural 
schools In Michigan, to prepare the 
architects of tomorrow to cope with 
the world of tomorrow."

urns

an

uca-

on one

Dick W. Slocum, AIA 1984 
"Architecture, engineering and 

society are ever in a state of change; 
and the MSA must keep pace. We 
have seen a greater participation by 
the members and a great deal of 
support from the related professions. 
The architects and

ourMichael Callahan, AIA 1982 
"The future of the Society will 

depend largely on the efforts of each 
individual Michigan Architect.

How will the Society fit-in, be rele
vant, to each individual licensed 
Architect attempting to provide archi
tectural services? By giving attention

us as

engineers are 
working more closely to solve mutual 
concerns, i.e., pending legislation for 

to the profession the Society — by Selection by Competence and other
offering continuing education [-----
bilities, governmental interaction, 
representation, promotion and educa
tion to the public and the Individual ACT rather than REACT!

legislative matters. The greatest 
improvement 1 could suggest is to 
have the MSA board and its members

possi-

n m

“ContrihuHonsfor beautifying the Association rooms have been asked for amt we hare received 
the delightfully large donation of two pictures." j.S. Rogers. Secretary 1/2/1890
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MSA — 1887-1987 
How It Happened

was piqued at the arbitrary entrance 
requirements of the 'Eastern Estab
lishment'. The distinction between 
Associate and Fellow was particularly 
grating. "In the present condition of 
architectural growth there should be 
an absolute democratic condition. No 
man shall be placed above his fellows 
any more than his own individuality 
will place him,"argued Louis Sullivan 
at the Fifth Annual Convention of 
the WAA in Chicago In 1888. Even
tually they worked out their differ
ences and the consolidation was 
approved in convention in Cincinnati 
on November 20, 1889. The two 
bodies merged, took the name of the 
older one and compromised on the 
Fellowship/Associate issue. Western 
members became AIA Fellows.

Michigan architects in 1887 had 
examined the credentials of both the 
Association and the Institute. Yel
lowed copies of the by-laws and con
stitution from the Illinois Chapter/ 
AIA rest in the same file with their 
counterpartsfrom the Wisconsinand 
Kansas Associations. Michigan's orig
inal Constitution and By-Laws as 
adopted 26 Oct 67 is the Kansas 
Association copy cut and pasted to 
Wisconsin with additional language 
from the Illinois Chapter/AIA 
entered in pen. The name they chose 
was the Michigan State Association 
of Architects.

In due course the terms of the con
solidation were worked out and offi
cially adopted on january 15, 1891. 
The new name was the "Michigan 
Chapter American Institute of Archi
tects.

As a practical matter, most of the 
early members came from Detroit 
but the membership had slate wide 
focus. Letters went out almost 
immediately to architects all over in a 
recruiting drive. Sidney Osgood from 
Grand Rapidsand Lemuel Crosvenor 
from jackson promptly responded. 
They were serving on committees of 
the WAA even before the Association 
was organized in Detroit. Osgood's 
letters were full of good advice for 
the fledgling group. He also used his 
letterhead as a marketing tool. All of 
the buildings he had designed were 
listed across the top.

Based upon the evidence of the 
printed record, the priorities of the 
profession have changed little 
between 1887 and 1987. The May, 
1987 issue of Progressive Architec
ture reported the following list com
piled from a survey of AIA members:
1. Improving the public image of 

the "architect".
2. Publishing Standard Contract 

Documents.
3. Increasing compensation levels.
4. Lobbying for laws benefiting 

architects.
5. Promoting design excellence.
6. Improving firm management
7. Sponsoring seminars and continu

ing education courses.
8. Supporting or stimulating archi

tectural research.
9. Administering intern develop

ment programs.
10. Combating competition from 

other professions.
A report of the Committee on 

Ethics of the Michigan State Associa
tion of Architects dated December, 
1887 itemized their objectives for 
their new fraternity:
1. Manner of the competition among 

ourselves, paid or otherwise.
2. Discontinuance of making free 

sketches.
3. Uniform rates
4. Interference with another'sclients 

by personal solicitations.
5. Upholding of scheduled rates in 

manner of making out bills.
6. Mannerof dealing with firms offer

ing percentages or commissions. 
Making it an association matter.

7. Mutual protection of ourselves 
and our clients from unscrupulous 
builders — placing them on a Black 
list?

8. A legalized code recognized as law 
staling an architect's rights in gen
eral. To sustain clearly the value of 
the ideas represented and not the 
value of drawings as such.

9. A seal for the Michigan Stale 
Association.

10. A law regulating the practice of 
architecture.
The similarities in the two lists 

prepared 100 years apart are remark
able. Add to it the 37 "Suggestions for 
Papers" that was attached to the 1887

Photo: James Moyes
Lynne Merrill-Francis

Most of the confusion about the 
founding date of the organization of 
Michigan architects is cleared away in 
the context of similar events on the 
National scene. In 1887 when the 
first group of architects got together 
and wrote down their aims for a new 
professional society they had two 
options. The American Institute of 
Architects or the Western Associa
tion of Architects. The Architectural 
League, a confederation of sketch 
clubs, was an outside possibility but 
Its members were mostly drafters 
and artists.

The AIA had been incorporated in 
New York in 1857 by Richard 
Upjohn, Richard Hunt and others. 
During the Civil War, the office was 
closed and the records moved to 
Upjohn's office for safekeeping. All 
work was suspended until the war 
ended in 1865. Tangible accomplish
ments did not come up to the stated 
goals of its founders, according to a 
1942 article by Leigh Hunt in the 
Wisconsin Architect, but its influ
ence was far-reaching during the 
1865-89 period.

The Western Association was 
formed in Chicago in 1883 and 
included such luminaries as John 
Root, Louis Sullivan, Daniel Burn
ham and Dankmar Adler. Aside from 
the lofty ambitions of midwstern 
architects to promote a true "Ameri
can architecture", the Chicago group
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committee report and all the points 
are covered. Here is a sample; Benef
its of Architectural Associa
tions; Separate vs. General Con
tracts; Relations of Architect to 
Clients and Builders; Owners Influ
ence over Architect- Independence of 
the Craft; Speculative Building and 
Builders; a Course of Study For 
Young Architects; Style In Architec
ture; The Art of Planning; and Archi
tects As Artists and Business Men.

The only item on the list that 
would probably not be relevant today 
is Polychromatic Ornament but in 
light of the work 
County Building and the State Capi
tol it too might draw a crowd. One 
proposed title would have summed 
up all the rest. "A Building — A Per
fect Organism With Its Multitude of 
Parts Perfectly Placed."

ing in a similar vein. For example, 
Thomas E. White of Lansing sought 
to involve the Michigan Chapter in a 
dispute involving the design and con
struction of school buildings in his 
city.

rated." In September the president 
changed his mind about incorpora
tion pending a revision of the Insti
tute's By-laws but "new stationery 
was being used by the Chapter con
taining the seal of the Institute."

The organization of the Architects' 
Business Association is clearly spelled 
out in the files. A notebook 
brought to the first meeting and 
ryone signed in. Harry Angell, in the 
July 31, 1928 edition of the Weekly 
Bulletin tells the tale, 
years ago when jobs were as scarce as 
they are now and you did not d 
speak to a competitor for fear that he 
might read your mind and beat you to 
your best prospect, the M.S. of A. 
was conceived and definitely organ
ized May 28, 1914 under the name of 
the Architects Business Association 
of Michigan. A group of old timers;

was
eve-

Fourteen

arethe old Wayneon

David Anderson. AiA 
The group began with a great deal Marquette architect who initialed the UP 

of enthusiasm. They rented "rooms" 
for $12 per month in the Moffat 
Block, planned an exhibition of draw
ings, had the by-laws printed, organ
ized a competition todesign a seal and 
set about promoting the "artistic, 
scientific and practical efficacy of the 
profession," — a line that still appears 
in the by-laws.

Dh’isfOtt — MSA in 1939.
Detroit could hardly make a 

without the AIA appointing a com
mittee of architects either in support 
of or in opposition to its pending 
plans. Whenever an issue came up 
that had to do with parks or the aes
thetics of public places, William Strat
ton and John Donaldson were knock
ing on the mayor's door. Liaison with 

it going. The membership of the the art community often fell to 
Michigan Chapter hovered around Albert Kahn when he became 
20architects for many years. Nation- associate member in 1890. He was 
ally the AIA has having the same actively involved with efforts to build 
'missionary' problems. Michigan's 
own Frank Baldwin wrote to the 
Octagon in 1904 with advice for 
increasing participation, "A number 
of years ago, we found that in order

move

It was however, a struggle to keep

an

a new art museum. He lobbied long 
and hard to have an architectural sec
tion in the building but even his 
influence couldn't pull it off.

Another contradictory founding 
to get a quorum at any meeting it was date that can be cleared up in context 
necessary to have an informal 
dinner."

Three of the founders from an old tin type 
taken about 1888. Zack Rice, John Donald
son and Richard Raseman.
met by accident for lunch one noon at 
the Palestine Lodge House. During 
the meal we decided that competitors 
could be friends and work together 
for the purpose of having a registra
tion law passed. Each one present 
agreed to invite at least one brother 
architect for lunch the following 
week and soon a regular weekly 
meeting was attended by some 
twenty or thirty good fellows."

with other events is the "incorpo
rated 1914" dale found in the Insti- 

Albeit small in number the archi- tute's seal on the Michigan Chapter 
tects here had their fingers in the letter head after that year. On June 5, 
civic pie. Because Detroit architects 1914, the president was authorized to 
made up the largest block of members make application for incorporation of 
and because it was then as now the the Chapter to the proper State 
largest most prosperous city in the authorities. With momentum build- 
state, Detroit concerns dominated ing for an architect's licensing la 
the agenda. Grand Rapids, Lansing, and the formation of the Architects' 
Saginaw and Marquette architects Business Association on June 1st, 
were also members so it is safe to Chapter officers no doubt felt that 
assume that their efforts to improve they should get their paper work in 
conditions In their cities was proceed- order and become properly "incorpo-

w
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Angell's hail hardy good fellow 
explanation is challenged somewhat 
in a letter dated January 24, 1939 
from F. Gordon Pickell (first presi
dent of the ABA) to Talmage Hughes. 
He writes that Angell's account is 
quite accurate but the "lunch 
referred to however had an arrange
ment unbeknown to some present.” 
He goes on, 'The AIA Chapter at that 
time was something of an admiration 
society and left a gap that proved easy 
to fill with a more flexible organiza
tion. But it was the desire for a regis
tration law and our luck in getting it 
over the first try which laid the foun
dation for a permanent organization.

Chicago architectural politics 
seemed to have played a role here as it 
had in the Western Association vs. 
American Institutes discussions in 
the 1880's. E. Stanford Hall read a 
paper called "Cooperation Among 
Architects at the ABA Convention 
and explained why the Chicago Asso
ciation had taken ‘business' out of 
their name. His arguments led to a 
reconsideration of a previous motion 
to take the name, "Michigan Society 
of Architects." Thus on February 3,
1916 the name MSA was born.

Pickell's "more flexible organiza
tion" along with the registration 
issue seemed to have had popular 
appeal and pretty soon the AIA and 
the Society had overlapping member
ship rosters. C. Howard Crane, Wil
liam Stratton, and Leon Coquard 
signed on early, The AIA group 
responded in kind and a stack of some 
21 applications for membership were 
forwarded to the Institute early in
1917 for approval. Most of the names 
came from the MSA list.

Having set out here to explain the 
assortment of founding dates for the 
organization now known as the Mich
igan Society of Architects we have 
one more event to consider; April 3, 
1884. This is the meeting that 
occurred in the offices of Elijah 
Myers, the architect for the Grand 
Rapids City Hall, Michigan Capitol, 
and many other state houses. The 
date written in fine nineteenth cen
tury script looks like 1887 rather than 
1884 to this writer but George

Mason read "84 
without another bit of evidence who 
can say. April, 1887 makes for a tidier 
chronology. Discussions begun in 
April and finalized in October of the 
same year seem plausible. Those who 
signed on in Myers office included 
G.W. Lloyd, Mortimer Smith, A. E. 
French, Alvin C. Varney, Arthur 
Scott, Julius Hess, E. W. Arnold, Zack 
Rice and George Mason. Nearly all 
the same players were on hand for 
the October 1887 organization. 
Myers was conspicuously absent and 
French and Varney waited to sign on 
with the Architects Business Associ
ation in 1914. Mason’s diary said that 
Myers had been elected president in 
1884. He was then embroiled in con
troversy with the Texas State Capitol 
Commission and according to Henry 
Russell Hitchcock and William Seale 
in Temples of Democracy, he was 
upset over their repeated requests 
for mechanical drawings. Perhaps 
not a good time to take on the duties 
as president of a new organization.

The rest, as they say, is history and 
it is all in the files at MSA headquar
ters. The Society and Chapter 
worked in tandem on most important 
issues. The Michigan Chapter split 
eventually into Detroit and Grand 
Rapids and members were arbitrarily 
assigned by the Institute to one or 
another of these sections. The 
Society also had Divisions but in 
1938, according to Kenneth C. Black, 
FAIA., "Most, architects who be
longed to both groups became con
vinced that it was pointless to main
tain two professional organizations 
interested in the same major goals," 
After Black's two terms as president 
he look over the Unification Com
mittee and in 1944, upon approval of 
the national AIA Board of Directors, 
the unification was complete. New 
Chapters had been formed in the 
larger population centers and the 
MSA was reestablished as an amal
gamation of all the AIA Chapters in 
the state.

The merger was bitterly opposed 
by some AIA members, just as in 
1889 when the Western Association 
merged with the American Institute.

in his diary and Some felt that the AIA should remain 
an elite organization of distinguished 
professionals and some MSA mem
bers who had been turned down for 
AIA membership were still smarting 
from the rebuff and wanted nothing 
to do with the AIA. In the end it all 
worked out and the threat to set up 
another organization failed to mate
rialize. Michigan's procedure was fol
lowed by several other states where 
similar duplication of effort had 
occurred.

So now as the SiKiety moves into 
its second one hundred years, its 
goals and objectives filtered through 
ninedistinct Chapters, thestatement 
of 1913 President John Scott in his 
Annual Address of the President is 
still true. The society in 1987"strives 
for beauty in design, honesty in con
struction, and for advancement in 
culture and education, and for high 
standards in practice and ethics, and 
for purity in public taste, which make 
for the elevation and nobility of life."

The true history of an organization 
is not in establishing a chronology of 
its important events but in its accom
plishments and the accomplishments 
of its individual members. Thus, this 
tiny chapter is only the forward to 
The History of Michigan Architects.

There are many stories that 
deserve to be told. Certainly Emily 
Helen Butterfield, Michigan's first 
registered women architect, deserves 
a chapter. She was registered along 
with her father, on December 10, 
1916. The two of them built churches 
and schools in the Detroit area. She 
wrote two books, had articles in 
House and Garden and painted in her 
spare time.

A book could be filled with Roger 
Allen's warm and witty insights into 
the architectural profession. He 
wrote a column for the Grand Rapids 
Press and served as the architect's 
funny bone for many years.

C. Howard Crane's letters to Tal 
Hughes from London during the blitz 
and after the war could form the 
nucleus of a chapter about Michigan 
architects as soldiers and sailors and 
members of the Signal Corps. There
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was even an architect correspondent 
from Viet Nam, Joseph Leinweber.

Lloyd Wright for two Chapters. He 
spoke to audiences of Michigan archi
tects on at least four occasions. 
Copies of two of his speeches, neither 
of which appear to have been pub
lished elsewhere, are in the file and 
more digging might turn up the other 
two.

decade and the high quality of the 
architectural work being done there. 
He noted that the work had not been 
done by "two or three architects of 
business getting ability, but has been 
distributed with reasonable fairness 
among the sixty-odd practitioners 
who are responsible for the architec
tural standing of their city before the 
world." Speaking of the "strong frat
ernal feeling" that he found there he 
said, "It cannot be doubled . . . that 
this unity of thought and purpose 
which sees in each practitioner a 
worthy representative and a brother 
practitioner, has a vital and stimulat
ing effect upon the architectural 
expression of the city. That this unity 
became possible (in Detroit) when 
the broad minds of a few leaders in 
architectural design first established 
the associations that welcomed the 
unattached practitioner and encour
aged his development, is but credita
ble to a profession that as a whole 
seeks to spread instead of curtail art 
advancement in the professional 
ranks. This is the history of profes
sional Detroit."

And, so it is.

The ScKiety’s efforts on behalf of 
historic preservation should be com
piled. Professor Larch and the Mack
inac Island Biddle House and the 
Michigan State Capitol come to mind, 
as does Orchestra Hall, Belie Isle and 
others.

Allen. FAJA at Mackinac

The exciting activist stance of the 
ScKiety on environmental and social 
issues during the 1960's should be 
chronicled.

The formation of the Bulletin and 
the role it played to coalescence the 
separate Chapters into a cohesive 
state wide asscKiation deserves atten
tion. In fact, there are a number of 
publications that came about at the 
instigation of the Society that were 
funded by the Michigan Architectu
ral Foundation. The Fifty Most Sig
nificant Buildings in Michigan is but 
one example.

Samuel Cashwan who designed 
the Gold Medal for the Detroit Chap
ter in 1928 should be recognized. He 
was the first director for the Society 
of Arts and Crafts and recently, in his 
94th year, he was honored with an 
exhibition at the Center for Creative 
Studies. Noted sculptor Marshall 
Fredericks designed the MSA medal 
in 1954 and his comments about art 
in architecture should be published. 
All of the Gold Medal winners should 
be described in a chapter of their own.

Going back to the teens when 
Albert Kahn was chair of the Lecture 
Committee, Michigan architects 
have sought the outspoken contro
versial forward thinkers of the pro
fession and have invited them here in 
order to pick their brains. There is 
enough information about Frank
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Frank Lloyd Wright in Detroit in 1Q54

In 1916a magazinecalled The West
ern Architect, devoted its October 
edition to Detroit architecture. The 
editor, Robert Craik McLevan was a 
bit of a rabble rouser and had sought 
to influence the outcome of the V\^est- 
ern Assocation/lnstitute consolida
tion in 1689. Nonetheless, his 
remarks offer an insight into what 
had made Detroit and by extension 
Michigan architecture what it is.

He talked about the phenomenal 
growth of the city during the past
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Home is where the heart is
Finding a permanent home has 

been an elusive goal for an organiza
tion that is dedicated to the art and 
science of building. The whole story 
of how it all finally came together in 
1987 will probably not be fully writ
ten until the MSA celebrates its 
Bicentennial.

The Nineteenth Century archi
tects saw their "rooms" as a club 
house and a place to exhibit their best 
works. They had a need to socialize 
and share ideas. They wanted the 
latest architecture/art magazines 
available. Some felt that it also ought 
to contain a reference library that had 
all of the latest manufacturers speci
fications. They saw it as a place to 
keep their permanent records.

Maxwell Grylls tried several times 
to work something out with the 
engineers. In 1912 he suggested that 
all the technical bodies of the city join 
to establish permanent quarters. In 
1917 WWI got in the way of a shared 
facility. As ESD was getting serious 
about their own building, they once 
again invited the Society to join them 
but nothing happened.

The first real estate that was eval
uated was the Charles L. Freer Ma 
sion in 1920. Freer was a patron of 
the arts, a friend of the profession 
and one of the first to become an 
Honorary Member. His shingle style 
house once held Whistler's famous 
Peacock Room. The Board concluded 
the operating cost was beyond their 
means and gave it up. The Peacock 
Room and the Freer collection moved 
to Washington and the house became 
a part of the Merril-Palmer Institute.

Talk of using the Hecker Mansion 
as a new club house came to nothing 
in 1930. The house still stands and is 
occupied by Smiley Brothers Music. 
It had been designed in 1890 by 
McKim, Mead and White trained 
Louis Kamper with the help of John 
Scott, one of the association found
ers, and his brother Arthur.

Ten years later, "Mr. Albert Kahn 
looked to be the one man who could 
make this idea {of a permanent home) 
come true," said Benson Camber in 
the 1941 Board Minutes. He took the 
necessary legal steps to bequeath his

home to MSA. But in 1944, after his 
death, the Board finally concluded 
that "wartime conditions" would 
make the building too difficult to 
manage. They turned the bequest 
down. The Kahn House is now the 
home of the Urban League.

A series of rented spaces served as 
headquarters until the Beaubien 
House came along. It was once part of 
a French ribbon farm that dates to 
1797. It was built for a middle class 
Victorian family and it is one of the 
few such structures left downtown.

At the time the first architects 
association was getting organized in 
1887, the house was occupied by a 
Dutch-born artist, William Machen. 
He used it for five years and built up 
quite a reputation for his painting. 
His work was exhibited in the Detroit 
Museum of Art and at his studio in 
the Beaubien House. Perhaps he was 
responsible for the designs, now pro
tected by carpet, on the floor and 
stairs. He may even have had a hand 
in the decorative painting or the 
unfinished mural at the top of the 
first floor landing but further inves
tigation will have to wait until more 
funds are available.

The list on the facing page is pres
ented as a tribute to all the people 
who have contributed their lime and 
talent to the renovation. There are 
some who must be singled out for 
special mention.

The Masonry Institute has been a 
supporter of the project from the 
beginning. Their members have 
given of their lime, material and 
money. Beaver Distributors and Fred 
Blackwood supplied the tile and 
Franko's Tile did a great job installing

Ford and Earl volunteered to do the 
interior design. Lisa Hildorf spent a 
lot of her nights and weekends 
that effort. She found contributors 
like Zeising Associates who supplied 
the hides to reupholster the Carbus- 
ier chairs and sent over a sofa and 
some chairs. She specified the carpet 
and then contacted Interface Carpet; 
Karastan ; and Bently and they came 
through. We also must thank Tom 
Ernst for his own time and for freeing

up Lisa's time to do the job.
The folks at Schervish Vogel Merz 

did the landscape design and located a 
contractor, Fred Veresh, to put it in. 
Without them the yard would be a sea 
of mud.

The job of coordinating the 
struction fell to Gene Di Laura and his 
hard work and 'friendly persuasion' 
kept things moving right along. And 
the long suffering, architect's archi
tects, Osier/Milling, must be noted.

Ray Williams and the Lighting 
Group once again supplied the lights 
and saw to it that the parlor chande
lier was refurbished. What would we 
do without him?

We won't ask Tom Lucas how he 
was able to convince Olympia Paint
ing to supply all the painters and the 
paint to do the whole house, but 
thank you Gus and Pete.

Both Herman Miller and Steelcase 
contributed some very special furni
ture. John Berry and Frank Bonner 
were especially helpful-

Smith, Hinchman & Grylls provid
ed a suite of offices for almost a year 
for the cost of the cleaning service. A 
hearty thank you to Phil Meathe for 
the loan for his graphics department, 
particularly Gloria Harcourt. Jim 
Braethen and his crew have been 
very nice about all the furniture.that 
has been showing up at their loading 
dock.

The two young architects, Erick 
Hiedenann & Jim Hostnik, who 
packed 100 years worth of memorabi
lia for the big move did more than 
their share.

And then there was Elaine 
Demiene, who stripped the parlor 
shutters.

All of the Board Members for the 
past ten years can breathe a sigh of 
relief and they all deserve a pat on the 
back for the extra hours it took to get 
the project going and to see it 
through. President Norm Hamann 
should get a medal for all of his trips 
across the stale to handle the many 
crises that came up. Carl Roehling 
should have one too for dealing with 
the myriad financial transactions.

To the 800 people who made it 
happen, THANK YOUI
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Detroit
French farmers, English industrial
ists, passengers of the underground 
railroad or European immigrants, all 
were equally seeking the promise of a 
better life.

The great expansion of industry in 
Detroit related to auto building 
equally spread both the industrial 
growth and population far from the 
river front. This new expansion

enrich the story. With the British, 
Detroit's industrialization andcame

the early IfiOO's railroad brought a 
significant increase in immigration.
For many years Detroit had been a 
port for European immigrants that 
arrived to settle in the midwest. With 
the founding of the Michigan Central 
Railroad that immigration and dis
bursement to Ohio, Indiana, Illinois 
and throughout the lower peninsula fuelled the growth of the central
greatly increased. It also brought the business district as the river deve-
lumbering and mining industries in lopment had previously done. Since
Michigan to a head. It allowed a the Great Depression little major
tremendous expansion in foundries, building has occurred here until
stove works, ship building, railroad recently.
car building and numerous other When looking at where the future 
types of manufacturing. of a city lies, it's best to return to its

The legacy on the waterfront is sources, in this case the Detroit 
diverse. There are many old family River. The dominance of the river 
homes that still exist along Jefferson 
Avenue, directly behind lies the 
remnants of early industrialization.
The area is an incredible potpourri of 
historical structures and sites. The 
Detroit Dry Docks for instance, were 

nique. Great Lakes ships were built 
there. The Palms Apartment Build
ing designed by Albert Kahn and 
George D. Mason in 1902-3 may be 
among the first buildings to be con
structed of reinforced concrete in the 
world. They share this mixed and 
varied area with the last remnants of 
modest, wood frame worker's hous
ing. All of this bespeaks the noble 
aspirations, hopes and failures of the 
people that made Detroit. Be they

Charles Men, AlA

Detroit — "queen of the rust belt" 
— that's how many Americans view 
this major American city. And how 
about us? What about Michigan archi
tects? When standing on the shore of 
the Detroit River it is hard to imagine 
that Cadillac, with his entourage of 
trappers and Jesuit priests, passed 
through here before 1701 on his way 
to found Fort Michilimackinac at the 
tip of the peninsula. In fact, it was 
only because the Jesuits reported to 
the King of France that the trappers 
were debauching the Indians, that 
Michilimackinac was order closed and 
Cadillac fell back to the narrows of 
the Detroit River to establish his new

was proven when the Renaissance 
Center was built. Its developers 
insisted on a river front site and then 
apparently ignored this unique loca
tion in theirdesign.

Current development on the river 
front has built a momentum, snapped 
back central business development 
and is now moving up the Woodward 
corridor. River front development 
has occured in an area stretching 
from MacArthur bridge to Belle Isle 
to the central business district. It 
includes housing, retail and office as 
well as continued light industrial use. 
The primary examples are: Chene

u

fort and trading post in 1701.
Early Detroit history was domi

nated by the French presence. That 
legacy lives on today in names of 
streets: Joseph Campau, Chene, 
Dubois, etc. They reflect the names 
of the old French Ribbon Farms (the 
Beaubien House now sits on a part of 

of them) that fronted the river

k eilUlUill1111111111
i f

one
bank for year round access. The 
farms stretched very narrowly north 
away from the river, with a river 
front lawn, house, orchard and tilled 
fieldsas the organizational hierarchy. 
Even then Detroit faced the river.

. -r
11^

. ,n
This order has left an impression on 
our contemporary life in the organi
zation of the city.

Of course, then there was the 
British domination and Pontiac's 
rebellion, all of which enliven and

^ *1
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The Detroit Dry Dock Company, from Silas farmer's “History of Detroit 6 VJayne 
County." (1890)
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Park, and the soon to be built Si. 
Aubin Park and Marina. These posi
tive developments are timely and 
contextual and are generating a 
rebirth in the area. The area has 
become a virtual Bourbon Street, 
with it's fine restaurants and night
clubs housed in vintage buildings. On 
Jefferson Avenue numerous historic 
homes have been successfully con
verted to professional offices. The 
area has attracted a great amount of 
public interest with the City Recrea
tion Department historic bike tours 
and a Junior League of Detroit walk
ing tour brochure. Obviously 
development is to come.

This legacy however is fragile. 
Already several buildings on the river 
front, near the central business 
district have been "Northwestern 
Hiwayized"! That is, stripped to the 
structure and clad with a continuous 
window wall,denying their industrial 
heritage. Along Jefferson Avenue 
some of the historical houses have 
been modernized and squared off 
with aluminum siding obviously to 
create a "progressive" appearance. 
We all know we must lake the good 
with the bad and we must lose some 
of our history to grow. However, the 
most important issue is how this is 
done. We know that we cannot hold

on to the past. Hopefully, we also 
know that saving the good and build
ing upon it leads to a richer heritage. 
This will be 
generations. The challenge is not to 
citizens' groups, city government or 
industry. The challenge is more 
appropriately levelled at the design 
professionals, and more specifically 
the architectural community. The 
challenge is for a thoughtful, respon
sible reaction to our collective 
heritage.

legacy to futureour

more

Charles Men, AlA of Schervish Vogel 
Men wrote the early history of Detroit. The 
liescription of Grand Rapids came from The 
Monroe Center Area study that was prepared 
in 1980 by Preservation Urban Design 
Incorporated. The quotes by Robert Wold, 
FAIA came from the September, 1987 issue 
of the West Michigan Profile and are 
used with permission from the Managing 
Editor, Jeannie Hosey.
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View of Rit'ertown looking west with Cheneand St. Aubin Parks in the foreground. Sketch 
cou rtesy of S. V. M. C.

Kirk & ktMkeia Arrhitects, P.(^K&KA 3200 David Stott Building 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
313%3.7066 Architectural Preservation / Adaptive Reuse
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Grand Rapids
The heart of Grand Rapids today is 

located in about the same spot as it 
was when the Indians used the valley 
floor at the rapids as a meeting and 
trading center. These early French 
traders translated the Indian name 
for the river into "Grand".

The first settlers arrived to find the 
Indians had chosen a very attractice 
gathering spot. The river was 1,400 
feet wide, with several islands creat
ing channels and the rapids stretched 
for about 4,000 feet.

Fur trader, Louis Campau estab
lished a trading post and home at an 
Indian camp site on the river in 1827 
and became the city's first permanent 
settler.

A post office was established in 
1832, and the name Grand Rapids 
came into common use. A new arrival 
named Lucius Lyon purchased land 
surrounding that owned by Campau. 
Campau's settlement had already 
been named Grand Rapids so Lyon 
called his the Village of Kent, after 
Kent County. The unique street lay
out of downtown Grand Rapids 
resulted from the separate develop
ments carried out by Campau and 
Lyon. Lyon oriented his streets to the 
compass points, while Campau laid 
his out at a 45 degree angle.

Major growth occurred in the 
period from 1832 to 1837. Several

frame buildings were erected close to 
the river, including the village's first 
hotel. Later in this period, several 
additional hotels were erected, and 
residences of increasing grandeur 
were appearing downtown and on 
Prospect Hill.

Steamboats began to ply the Grand 
River in 1838 and traffic flourished 
fora time. The Michigan State Legis
lature authorized the construction of 
a canal to bypass the rapids. Although 
the canal was built, the locks were not 
finished and the bypass was never 
operational.

The 1840s and 1850s were years of 
considerable building and expansion. 
In the city center, wood commercial 
buildings continued to spring up and 
metal building fronts were the latest 
fashion. Continual stylistic evolution 
was assured by the frequent fires 
which spread rapidly due to wood 
construction and poor fire-fighting 
methods. In response to this danger 
and the Increasing prosperity of the 
city, buildings of brick began to 
appear. Grand Rapids was coming of 
age.

erected in 1869, using 6-fool by 12- 
foot panes imported from England. A 
few years later, no modern commer
cial structure would be without such 
a window.

The greatest growth in Grand 
Rapids occurred in the decade of the 
1870s. Physical reshaping of the land 
on which Campau and Lyon had 
made their original claims was nearly 
complete. Prospect Hill was leveled, 
its soil used to fill the river and build 
up streets. The river width was 
reduced to 500 feet, and the islands 
disappeared as the banks were moved 
out to engulf them.

Many buildings in present day Mon
roe Center were built during the 
growth period, such as the Ledyard 
Building and the Aldrich Block. The 
completion in 1874 of the Powers' 
Grand Opera House marked the 
beginning of professional theater in 
Grand Rapids and the first federal 
office building was built in 1879.

The 1880s saw continued growth 
in the downtown area, with density 
constantly increasing. Electric lights 
came into use and the street car sys
tem added a second track through
out the downtown. Major existing 
buildings constructed in the 80s 
included the Kendall and Mousman 
blocks. The new City Hall was built in 
1888, its grand tower and Romanes-

By the end of the Civil War, Grand 
Rapids could boast of several rail
roads, a thriving lumber industry, 
and a city ordinance prohibiting 
horse-racing in the city streets. The 
first plate glass store front was

CONGRATULATIONS
M.S.A. ON 100 YEARS

We are glad to have been a part of 
THE MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS 
for our members combined 118 years of service.

Tower» Pinkster • Titus Associates, Inc. 
Architecture ■ Engineering • Interior Design

1000 South Burdick Street
Kalamazoo. Michigan 49001 

(616) 343 - 6133
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que arches and dormers portrayed 
pride in the City's progress.

The population of Grand Rapids 
reached 60,000 by 1800. No outlying 
shopping centers yet existed to vie 
with downtown as the city's focal 
point. Forty hotels were there. By 
this time, the city had become the 
furniture capital of the nation, and 
exhibition showrooms featuring 
locally manufactured furniture drew 
many architects, designers, retailers 
and distributors to Grand Rapids,

Buildings climbed higher as the 
steel frames and larger expanses of 
glass characterizing the Chicago- 
style of commercial architecture 
began to appear in the city. The 
ornate detailing of the Victorian era 
gave way to a simpler commercial 
style and to the various classical 
revivals.

In 1890, six architects along with 
35 dentists, 90 butchers, and 1 
chimney sweep had shingles hanging 
in the city. At least one of the archi
tects, Sidney |. Osgood 
member of the Western Association 
and later the Michigan Chapter. He 
engaged in a lively correspondence 
with Association officials in Detroit. 
By 1891 he had designed 23 churches 
on the west side of the state including 
the Chapel Church at the "Insane 
Aslym" in Kalamazoo.

Industries, such as furniture manu
facturing, continued at a furious pace 
in the central city during the period 
from 1890 to the beginning of World 
War I. Residential building continued 
unabated until the 1930s, but com
mercial construction declined drama
tically, leaving the central city rela
tively intact until the 1960s. Federal 
policies and the post-World War II 
baby boom caused explosive growth 
in suburban areas, the creation of 
satellite commercial centers, the dilu
tion of downtown markets and the 
consequent decline in the viability of 
downtown Grand Rapids. Much evi
dence remains, however, of the 
periods of the city's most vital 
growth.

Is there such a thing as a West 
Michigan School of Architecture? 
"By all means,"says Robert Lee Wold, 
who has practiced architecture in 
Grand Rapids for more than 30 years. 
Site planning, the kinds and quality of 
building materials used and emphasis 
on form following function charac
terize the region's architecture. Some 
people call it conservative; he calls it 
"organized understatement."

West Michigan architects avoid 
leveling a site to fit their building 
designs. Wold continues. Instead, 
they strive to design the buildings to 
fit its site. "Architects here respect 
the climate because of its extremes. 
That tends to make us more conserva
tive, use conservative materials." 
Local architects use less glass and 
more masonry; brick masonry or field 
stones rather than large granite slabs 
or precast masonry. "The history of 
craftsmanship and quality in West 
Michigan encourages designers to do 
things that exploit that capability. We 
get much better workmanship here 
than we do in jobs in Detroit, Florida. 
Pennsylvania and Massachus- 
sets."

was a

And, don't look to West Michigan 
for examples of "post modern" archi
tecture. In Wold's opinion it's too 
'flamboyant'.

Robert L. Wold. FAIA
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Celebrating 100 Years 
of Design Excellence

his exquisite photographic journey.
Solid technical resources are yours 

through two special presentations 
from AIA covering the highlights of 
the new contract forms as well as the 
lowdown on the national honor 
awards and fellowship programs. 
The best exhibits yet will grace the 
floor as our industry friends host us 
for the lunch buffet and dinnerparty. 
And the always entertaining renova
tion expert, Richard Fry, will share 
some of his recent successes with us.

A special opportunity to hear the 
much sought after, Peter McLaugh
lin, comes your way on Thursday 
evening as we co-sponsor a program 
with SMPS. McLaughlin has been 
called "the most exciting idea man in 
America", and was chosen as one of 
the 100 most innovative executives in 
the country. He has entertained audi
ences across the U.S. with his humor, 
insight and keen advice on how to 
maximize individual and team perfor
mance in business. His marvelous 
book. Mentally Tough, uses new but 
proven techniques of sport psychol
ogy and applies them to business per
formance. Peter McLauchlin is a spe
cial attraction that we will not soon 
forget.

On Friday, the day kicks off with 
the annual MSA Business Meeting, 
followed by our most interesting 
line-up of presenters yet. Bill Porter, 
from GM's Buick Division, will share 
his terrific visual presentation on the 
history of automobile design, always 
a favorite in the motor city. Gretchen 
Bellinger, enlisted through the 
efforts of ASID, presents her special 
approach to interior design.

The exhibition floor is open again 
for your final update on new pro

place in 1887. Perhaps that is why our 
architect ancestors had the time to 
form the club? I suppose we'll never 
know for sure.

Nonetheless, a one hundred year 
anniversary is still something worthy 
of celebration. The 72nd MSA Con
vention will recognize our One 
Hundred Years of Design Excellence 
with a grand program on October 21- 
23 at the Fairlane Manor Conference 
and Banquet Center in Dearborn. 
Hotel accommodations are adjacent 
at the superb Hyatt Regency and 
distinctive shopping Is right at hand 
at Fairlane Town Center. The entire 

plex is right next door to historic 
Greenfield Village.

Opening day highlights include 
inspiring keynote presentations by 
Paul Kennon, Design Principal of 
CRSS, and by Roy Slade, President of 
the Cranbrook Academy. That eve
ning, Detroit's Host Chapter Party 

ill kick off the festivities with a 
humdinger of a celebration right 
inside the renowned Henry Ford 
Museum. What better way to begin 
our retrospective journey through 
the history of design than a festive 
visit through the twelve acres of 
indoor collections ranking among the 
world's best. Youll quickly be able to 
relate the mystery of yesterday to the 
design world of today. Don't miss this 
"Best of Times".

Thursday brings an exciting empha
sis on allied professions with insight
ful presentations by Landscape Archi
tect, William Johnson, and Designers, 
Mike and Kathy McCoy. Internation
ally acclaimed photographer Bal
thazar Korab, shares with us an 
intimate look at Michigan's architec
ture, landscape and culture through

com
Dennis M. King, AIA, Chair

So this year's MSA Convention 
marks the one hundred year anniver
sary of our state organization. That's 
certainly something to be proud of. I 
thought that a clever idea would be to 
find out what other important histor
ical events happened in that same 
1887. It should give some 
clearer perspective to our organiza
tion.

After consulting my World Alma
nac, I was devastated to find . . . 
nothing . Not a single noteworthy 
event was listed for 1887. Not even 
the founding of the MSA. How they 
overlooked that is a mystery to me.

Now 1886, that was a year. It had 
the Chicago Haymarket Labor Riot 
and the formation of the AFL (Amer
ican Federation of Labor). 1886 even 
saw the final surrender of that great 
Apache Indian, Geronimo.

And even 1888can be remembered 
for the Great Blizzard in the eastern 
U.S. that left 400 people dead. But 
evidently, nothing memorable took
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Convention
Committees

ducts and lunch is once again avail
able at the exhibitor's buffet.

Friday's afternoon programs are 
"don't miss" specials. Well be priv
ileged to have Britton Chance, the 
break-through designer of the famed 
"Stars and Stripes", for the Sail Amer
ica team during the America's Cup 
race. Britton will share with us his 
design approach that led to the 
world's fastest 12-meter racing 
sloop, a rare treat for the sailors in 
our midst.

Our last program will feature "The 
Michigan Five", five Michigan archi
tects who have designed and live in 
their own homes. Whereelsecan you 
get personal guided tours of these 
unique residential solutions. Come 
and see this great variety from Ken 
Neumann, Harry VanDine, Paul 
Bowers. Norm Carver and Bob 
Ziegelman.

Of course we have saved the best 
for last. Friday night we feature the 
grand re-opening of the historic 
Beaubien House as the new home of 
our MSA. A special open house tour 
will amaze and excite you as this 
reception leads us into the special 
Honor Awards Banquet to be held in 
one of the contemporary exhibit 
galleries at the Detroit Institute of 
Arts. We guarantee that a great time 
will be had by all.

Of course the Convention will 
include events and programs of 
special interest for students, interns. 
Associates and Affiliates as well. The 
Dow Alumni Breakfast is in place and 
preparations are continuing for a 
special "student's day" during the 
program.

But best of all. this 1987 MSA 
Convention is your opportunity to

trace the roots of design in Michigan. 
Bring your family and visit Green
field Village. Ride Detroit's new 
People Mover. Stop in at the grand 
Fisher Building or the ornate Guard
ian Building. Stroll Chene Park or 
visit Greektown and Bricktown. Stay 
the weekend and see what's going on 
in Detroit.

A special note for all the Detroit 
Chapter members too. Remember 
that this year is special for architec
ture in Michigan. The Detroit Chap
ter is one hundred years old also and 
the State Is celebrating one hundred 
fifty years as well. So take the time to 
participate in the Convention activi
ties this October 21-23 and give your 
employees the lime that they may 
need to go as well.

This will be the best MSA Conven
tion yet. We've planned it that way. 
And when future generations look 
back in their World Almanac, they 
should find this entry . . . 1987 — 
100 year anniversary celebration of 
the Michigan Society of Architects 
... A great time was had by all!

Chair
Dennis M. King, AIA
MSA President 
Norman Hamann, AIA
Detroit Chapter President 
John Castellana, AIA
Executive Director — MSA/DC AIA 
Rae Dumke
Exhibits Committee 
James Graham, AIA, Chair 
Steven Farkas, AIA 
Denis Moncion, AIA 
Bonlap Chan, AIA 
Bob Gazall, AIA 
Robert Tremonti, AIA 
Richard Mysillwiec, AIA 
Marc Therrien, AIA
Program Committee 
Gary Skog, AIA, Chair 
Anothony Foust, AIA 
Donald Root, AIA 
Stephen Sussman, AIA 
Donna Benian, Assoc.
Robert Pearce
Karen Russo, ASID Liaison
Public Relations Committee
Debra Lewis, Chair
Larry Bums
Arthur Smith, AIA
Angela Kimble, SMPS Liaison
William Groh, AIA
Janet Burke, AIA
Graphics Committee 
Gloria Harcourt, Chair
Host Committee 
Carl Roehling, AIA, Chair 
Tim Casai, AIA 
Paul Slachowiak, AIA 
Kirk Delzer, AIA
Associate Representative 
Kathy Buck, Assoc.
Recognitions Committee 
Kenneth Neumann, FAIA, Chair
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MSA Convention 
Program

Thursday (Continueii)Wednesday

Meaning in Posl-Induslrial Design 
Michael & Kathy McCoy 
Cranbrook Academy of Art
Education and the Profession:
The Next Stop 
Student-Professional Event

Exhibition Reception 
& Dinner Buffet
Marketing: Sherlock Holmes 
meets Leonardo Da Vinci 
Peter McLaughlin

MSA Board of Directors Meeting 4 pm to 5 pm 
VIP South

10 am to 2 pm 
Hyatt Regency

2 pm to 3:30 pm 
Hearthside Room

3:30 pm to 5 pm 
VIP South

Design
Paul Kennon, FAIA, CRSS
The Cranbrook Vision:
Past & Present
Roy Slade, Cranbrook Academy of Art

IDP Associate Meeting 
Robert E. Samuelson, AIA 
Host Chapter Party:
The Best of Times

4 pm to 5 pm 
VIP North

5 pm to 8 pm 
Exhibit Floor

5 pm to 6 pm 
VIP North 

7 pm to 10:30 pm 
Henry Ford Museum

8 pm to 9:30 pm 
Hearthside Room

FridayThursday
Dow Alumni 
William Gilmore, AIA

MSA Business Meeting 
Continental Breakfast
A Short History of 
American Automobile Design:
A Car t)esigner's View 
Bill Porter

Color and Design 
Gretchen Bellinger

Exhibition & Luncheon 
Exhibit Floor

Naval Architecture:
The Cup is Back 
Britton Chance
The Michigan Five:
Houses for Architects by Architects 
Paul D. Bowers, )r., FAIA 
Norman F.Carver, |r., AIA 
Robert Ziegelman, AIA 
Kenneth S. Neumann, FAIA 
Harold Van Dine, Ir., FAIA

MSA Design Awards
President's Reception: Beaubien House
Sponsored by SMACNA
Lbnner & Program: Detroit Inst, of Arts

8:30 am to 10:30 am 
Hearthside Room

7:30 pm to 9 am 
Dearborn Presbyterian 
Church

8:30 am to 10:30 am 
Hearthside Room

10:30 am to 11:30 am 
VIP NorthBefore you Sign your Next Contract. 

Paul G. Sieben, Chairman 
AIA Documents Committee
The Context of Architecture: 
Integrating Land, People & Buildings 
William Johnson, Landscape Architect 
William Johnson Associates

Spouse Brunch:
Self-Esteem & Life Transitions 
Mark Springer
Exhibition & Luncheon

10:30 am to 11:30 am 
VIP South

10:30 am to 11:30 am 
VIP North

11:30 am to 2pm

10 am to Noon 
Stutz Bearcat Suite 

Hyatt Regency

11:30 am to 2 pm 
Exhibit Floor

2 pm to 3:30 pm 
VIP South

3:30 pm to 5 pm 
Hearthside Room

AIA Honors and Fellowships 
Maria Murray, Honorary AIA, 
Director Awards Programs AIA

Renovation 
Richard Fry, AIA

33% Out of 100 .. .
A Retrospective 
Balthazar Korab

2 pm to 3 pm 
VIP North

2 pm to 3 pm 
VIP South

7 pm to Midnight 
Beaubien House & 

Detroit Inst, of Arts
3 pm to 4 pm

Hearthside Room

Registration Desk Hours Fairlane Manor

Wedr>esday: Noon to 5 pm 
Thursday: 6 am to 8 pm 
Friday: 8 am to 3:30 pm
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Exhibitors Registration Form
Three-Day Package registration fee includes all seminars, the Exhibi
tor's Design Party, and lunch on the exhibit floor on Thursday and 
Friday. Spouse registration fee includes all seminars, exhibits and the 
Exhibitor's Design Party on Thursday evening. Student registration 
fee covers the seminars and exhibits; meals are not included.

Design Professional include members and employees of the following: 
AIA, ASID, IBD, PSMA, ASLA, MSPE, CEC, CSE, MSRLS, MSPO, 
AGC, SMPS, and all employees of A/E firms.
The exhibits will be open Thursday and Friday. There is no charge to 
visit the exhibit floor, but you must register.

Actron Security Systems, Inc.
Advanced Business Systems, Inc.
American Glass & Metals Corp.
American Graphics Engineering 
American Solar Systems 
American Standard 
Andersen Window Corporation 
ANR Pipeline Co.
Associated General Contractors 
Automated Entrance Systems, Inc.
Beaver Distributors, Inc.
B^ien Manufacturing Co.
Borin/Boice Builders Supply 
Cabot Stains, Inc.
Casper System Corp.
Century Rain Aid 
City Animation Co.
Classic Modular Systems, Inc.
Cold Spring Granite Co.
Computer Consulting Services, Inc. 
Consumers Power Co.
Contract Interiors 
Crawford Door Sales, Inc.
Custom Distributors 
Darworth Co.
Detroit Edison Co.
Dow Chcmical/ConMat Sales 
Dunn Blue Print Co.
Eagle of Michigan 
Eisen/Roberts/Andridge, Inc.
Engineering Reproduction, Inc.
Environmental Features, Inc.
Famell Equipment Co.
Fascias, Inc.
Federal Fountain Supply 
Four-D, Inc.
Genesee Ceramk Tile Distributors, Inc 
Glen-Gery Corporation 
Grand Distributing 
Grand Blanc Cement Products 
Great Lakes Gypsum Distributing, Inc. 
Creensteel
Hallmark Wallpaper & Paint/Pratt & Lambert 
H.C. Real Estate Co.
Industrial Environmental Consultants, Inc. 
instrument Sales & Service Co., Inc. 
KawneerCo., Inc.
Laticrete International, Inc.
Lighting Group, The 
Lincoln Tile & Supply 
Marvin Windows 
Metro Wood Lumber & Supply 
MichCon Gas Co.

ThermoCon Midwest 
Thoro System Products 
Timberpeg South, Irtc.
United Glaze Products 
Versa CAD/Architronks, Inc. 
Virginia Tile Co.
Williams Products, Inc.
Wilson Plastks, Ralph — Wilscmart 
Xerox Engineering 
Yates Offke Supply

Three-Dtif Paikage Rtgislration
___________  $100

_________  $125

Advance

Register at the Convention 

Spouse 
Student 

no charge Exhibits Only

$25

$5

Ont-Day RegislraHim
$25 Wednesday (At the door: $35)

Thursday (At the door: $60)

Friday (At the door: $60)

Tht folhioing events are not indudeJ in the Registration Fee. Individual Hikels are 
re(fuired. *

$50

$50

no charge MSA Business Meeting 

no charge Dow Alumni Breakfast*

Host Chapter Party*

President's Reception & Design Awards* 

Spouse Brunch*

-------------- $25

_________  $50
___________ $10

_________  Total

TUkets to all events will be held at the Fairlane Manor or at the event.
Name _________________________________________________
Spouse Name (if attending!__________________________________
Address ________________________________________________

City/State/Zip

Telephone___
Check No.___

Chapter 

. Amount
Millguard Corporation 
New World Sales

.The

North American Energy Control, Inc. 
Offke Pavilion
Oldenkamp Co., H.J./Dupont Corian 
Oldenkamp Co., H.jyFormka Products 
Otis Elevator Co.
Overhead Door Corporation 
Pella Window & Door Co.
Philip Johruon Corporation, The 
Plumbing & Heating Industry of Detroit 
Pre-Con/Schokbefon, Inc.
Professional Underwriters, Iiv.
Rainbow Computers 
Reliant Sales 
Robiiuon Biick Co.
Stark Ceramks, IiK.
Sterling Engineered Products 
TAB Products Co.
Technkal Writing & Engineering Co., Iik.

□ VISA OMastereard Expiration Date

Acifmnt Nb. -----------------------------

Signature______________________

Please check: □AM Member DProf. AfU. OAssociale 
OWAL MrmbrrDEzliibiWr DSfiulrnt 
□Other_____________________

Mail this form & payment to: Michigan Society of Architects
553 East Jefferson, Detroit, MI 48226
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Honorary Memberships Bestowed
She is active with the Junior 

League of Detroit.The League is res
toring the Sibley House for its head
quarters. She is on the board of direc
tors of her own professional society, 
the Michigan Society of Association 
Executives and is a director and past 
president of the Association Execu
tives of Metropolitan Detroit. She is 
treasurer of CAGE, the Council of 
Architectural Component Executives 
of the AIA and was recently 
appointed to the Architectural/Con
struction Drawing Advisory Commit
tee of Schoolcraft College.

Robert S, Raisch has been trying 
for many years to bring a sense of 
lightheartedness and fun to the off- 
times too serious profession of archi
tecture. He serves on the Entertain
ment Committee for the Society's 
Midsummer Conferences and for the 
past two years has written, produced 
and directed a play for the Fudgetime 
Players. In the work-a-day world, he 
is president of the Supersine Com
pany and manufactures construction 
signs for distribution on a nationwide 
basis. His company supplies the dis
tinctive matte black awards plaques 
for the Society.

Raisch is a decorated naval aviator 
and was a jet fighter pilot with the 
Marine Corps. He rose to the rank of 
Brigadier General in the Marine 
Corps Reserves and was Assistant 
Wing Commander, 4th Marine Air
craft Wing until his retirement in 
1980.

He has been a patron of art and 
architecture since his days at Cran- 
brook Academy. He is also a member 
of the Detroit Rotary Club, Economic 
Club of Detroit, Detroit Zoological 
Society and was appointed to the Pri
vate Industry Council by Mayor 
Coleman Young in 1984.

When Michigan architects decided 
to organize in 1887, they elected to 
come under the banner of the West
ern Association of Architects. The 
Constitution and By Laws even then 
acknowledged that there were people 
who were very important to the pro
fession who were not practicing arch
itects and therefore could not become 
regular members. Emil Lorch, FAIA, 
the first dean of the School of Archi
tecture at the University of Michigan 
was one of the first to be honored.

Through the years an impressive 
list has grown up of people who have 
played their part to promote the 
cause of great architecture and its by
products: beautiful and functional 
places to live and work. Governor 
William Milliken, W. Hawkins Ferry, 
Dr. Karl Haas, Senator Jack Faxon 
and Thomas Monaghan are previous 
recipients of this accolade.

Three more names will be inscribed 
on the Honorary Membership List 
after the Awards Ceremony at the 
Detroit Institute of Arts on October 
23rd; Jack Sharpe, Rae Dumke and 
Robert Raisch.

Jack Sharpe is the Administrative 
Secretary of the Michigan Board of 
Registration for Architects. He is 
Michigan born and a MSU alumnus 
and has held his post since 1972. He 
participated in the rewrite of the reg
istration act in 1977 and again in 
1980. Currently he is assisting the 
Board in their efforts to improve the 
architect's licensing standards 
through the Intern Development Pro
gram. The new rules are ready and 
will be considered by the Joint Rules 
Committee of the Michigan Legisla
ture within the next 30 days.

Rae Dumke needs no introduction 
to the readers of the Bulletin. She has 
worked for the Michigan Society of 
Architects for the past 20 years and is 

its Executive Director. She also

Robert Raisch

Rae Dumke

100SI M-l-M-
YEARS
OF DESIGN I 
EXCELLENCE

MICHIGAN 
SOCIETY OF 
.YRCHITECTS

miJdiLl
now
heads the Detroit Chapter/AIA and 
the Michigan Architectural Founda
tion. In her free time she has worked 
to save Orchestra Hall and to

3iWw

improve another Detroit jewel 
through her support of the Friends of 
Belle Isle.
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A MSA Gold Medal For Almon Durkee, AlA
Almon Durkee, FAIA is about to be 

presented with the Gold Medal of the 
Michigan Society of Architects. This, 
the Society's most significant award, 
is bestowed from time to time to 
members who have made a lasting 
contribution to the advancement of 
the profession of architecture.

Until his recent retirement, Dur
kee was the State Architect and direc
tor of the Bureau of Facilities for 
Michigan. He was responsible for the 
entire state building program and 
supervised a staff of 600 people and a 
budget of $30 million. Before assum
ing his post with the Bureau he 
worked for 22 years with many of 
Detroit's best known architects; 
Victor Gruen, Linn Smith, Gunnar 
Birkerts and Carl Luckenbach.

In his role as state architect he had 
ample opportunity to strengthen and 
define the architect's place in the con
struction hierarchy. He performed

this function with diplomacy and 
finesse. The protection and con
tinued use of the Elijah Myers 
designed Michigan Capitol is a cause 
that the Society has been vitally inter
ested in for a number of years. 
Durkee is a charter member of the 
Friends of the Michigan Capitol. 
While Director of the Bureau of Facil
ities, he worked diligently in the 
highly charged political atmosphere 
of the Capitol to maintain the historic 
integrity of this important landmark.

He is a Fellow of the American 
Institute of Architects, represented 
the Michigan Region on the board of 
directors of the Institute, a past pres
ident of the Michigan Society of Arch
itects, a former director of the 
Detroit Chapter/AIA, and is cur
rently an Emeritus member of the 
Mid-Michigan Chapter/AIA. He is a 
charter member and former officer of 
the Construction Specifications Insti-

Almon Durkee, FAIA
tute and the Michigan Association of
Professions.

The MSA Gold Medal that was 
designed by noted sculptor, Marshall 
Fredericks, in 1954 will be presented 
on October 23, 1987 at a black-tie 
banquet at the Detroit Institute of 
Arts.

Hastings Award Norman Carver, Jr., AlA
The Hastings Award was estab

lished in 1978 to honor the 
of Robert Hastings, FAIA. He 
distinguished architect, community 
leader, and President of the American 
Institute of Architects before his 
untimely death.

Norman Carver, Jr., AIA will 
receive the award this year in recog
nition of his significant service and 
contribution to a better understand
ing of the architecture and, there
fore, the culture of many different 
ethnic groups throughout the world. 
Beginning with the publication of 
Form and Space of Japanese Archi
tecture over twenty-five years ago, 
he has photographed the vernacular 
buildings of Italian Hilltowns and 
Iberian Villages and the Silent Cit
ies, Mexico and the Maya. So called, 
progress, is threatening many of 
these places but his photographic 
essays will keep these building-types 
alive so that future architects will be

able to study their forms and learn 
their lessons of simple unadorned 
beauty.

A Fullbright Scholarship allowed 
Carver to return to Japan, five years 
after his first trip there with the U.S. 
Army, to study and photograph Japa
nese architecture. His trips usually 
lead to books and future subjects 
include North Africa, Greece, Cen
tral Europe, Saudi Arabia and Yemen.

He is a practicing architect in Kala
mazoo and he will be on a panel that 
will be featured at the MSA 72nd 
Annual Convention. He is one of The 
Michigan Five, five architects who 
have designed and live in their own 
houses, who will be telling their sagas 
of this experience to the convention 
delegates.

memory 
was a

Norman Carver. FAIA
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1987 MSA Design Awards
Six of eighty-seven submissions 

earned a 'well done' from the 1987 
MSA Design Awards Jury when they 
met in St. Louis in early September to 
evaluate the best efforts of Mich
igan's architectural community. 
Eugene ]. Mackey III, AIA of Mackey 
& Associates in St. Louis chaired the 
energetic and often challenging dis
cussions. The jurors represent a cross 
section of midwest architectural 
firms. Adrian D.Smith, FAIA is a 
principal with the Chicago giant; 
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill and E. 
Faye Jones, FAIA, himself a National 
Design Award winner, heads a tiny 
six person firm in Fayetteville, 
Arkansas.

The winning solutions were all 
produced by medium to small sized 
firms. Osler/Milling Architects from 
Ann Arbor came away with two 
awards. One, the rehabilitation of 
their hometown Michigan Theater, 
was a joint venture with Quinn 
Evans/Architects also of that city. 
While noting that projects of this 
type are difficult (to evaluate) in an 
awards program since so much 
depends on the work of the original 
architect, the jury chose to acknowl
edge the obviously careful research 
and execution of a most successful 
restoration.

Osler/Milling's other award goes 
to a corporate headquarters and ware
house in Lake Orion. The jury called 
it an innovative solution for the build
ing type and added that it is a mature 
work of architecture.

Across the state in St. Joseph, 
Allegretti Architects designed a 
luxury condominium in New Buffalo 
that captured the spirit of its setting 
with powerful simple imagery. It is 
reminiscent of the opulence and gran
deur of the turn of the century resort 
hotels that are found along the coast 
of Lake Michigan.

James Blain/Robert Wakely Asso
ciates came up with the concept for 
the Cambridge Center Office Build
ing in Livonia. Even though the jury 
was concerned about the use of reflec
tive glass as an overworked building 
material, they felt that this particular 
building was executed extremely well

William Kessler and Associates Industrial Technology Institule Ann Arbor. 
Michigan.

James Blain/Robert Wakely Cambridge Center Livonia, Michigan

Gunnar Birkerts and Associates, Inc. VJehner, Nowysz, Pattschull and Pfifner, 
Associate Architects — University of Iowa College of Law, Iowa City. Iowa
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and that it has a strong, clear plan and 
a well articulated building form.

Two firms that have consistently 
appeared on the MSA Design Honor 
Award list have once again produced 
distinctive and exciting buildings. 
Gunnar Birkerts and Associates, Inc. 
from Birmingham submitted a win
ner in the College of Law for the 
University of Iowa. William Kessler 
and Associates of Detroit will receive 
another accolade for the Industrial 
Technology Institute in Ann Arbor. 
This building was awarded a plaque 
last year in the Detroit Chapter/AIA 
award program.

Birkerts' Law Liberty, sited on a 
wooded limestone bluff overlooking 
the river in Iowa City, caused a lot of 
discussion by the jury. They con
cluded that it was clearly a tour de 
force, a one-of-a-kind building.

Of Kessler's stainless steel and 
glass ITI building they noted that the 
architecture expresses the high-tech 
nature of the work being done there. 
The buildings of the Institute are 
masterfully and precisely detailed 
and, in spite of the strong contrast, 
carefully accommodate the land.

Ken Neumann, FAIA, who once 
again organized the MSA award pro
gram will be on hand at the DIA on 
October 23rd to introduce jury chair, 
Eugene Mackey 111, who will fly in 
from St. Louis for the presentation. 
The black tie evening will be the 
exclamation point to the 100th Anni
versary Celebration of the MSA.

Osier Milling/Quinn Evans (A joint 
venture of Osier/Milling Architects, 
Inc. and Quinn Evans/Architects) — 
Michigan Theatre Restoration/Renovation 
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Osier/Milling Architects, Inc. 
Harry S. Peterson Co., Inc. Lake Orion, 
Michigan

Allegretti Architects — 
Dunewood Condominiums. 

LLew Buffalo. Michigan
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Challenge for 
the Future

There are two major levels of 
national professional representation; 
the elected regional directors, who 
together are the Institute's board, 
and the volunteer members of the 
national committees who are the 
heart and soul of the AIA. In the 
December issue, I will discuss how 
my successor should start getting 
involved now to better serve you. 
Below I will discuss the opportunities 
available to us on the National Com
mittees.

Every aspect of our National need 
and professional responsibility is 
covered through our 39 Washington- 
based committees. Involvement is 
available toevery member as a corres
pondent on any number of commit
tees. Active participating member
ship is open and unlimited. Each 
committee has a small number of 
funded positions open primarily to 
those members who have served 
unfunded on a committee before and/ 
or to those who are willing to commit 
three years to directing a committee.

This is a carefully prescribed pro
cedure for selection of the funded 
positions. Overriding this process is 
an added policy to provide a propor
tionate number of funded slots to 
each Region-Parity. Michigan has 
achieved only 75% of parity during 
each of the last three years while 
some regions enjoy over 200%. We in 
Michigan, including me, have not 
adequately availed ourselves of the 
chance to become involved there. 
Our lack of commitment has created

a lack of representation at the leader
ship level in the national committee 
structure.

Think about it, get involved; help 
provide the Michigan viewpoint to 
nationwide issues! Geographic parity 
is a challenge to which you personally 
can make a major difference.

We have another test. Unfortun
ately there are other facets, beyond 
geography, which also lack parity. 
Among them are; the small firm prac
titioners, blacks, women, and asso
ciates. Obviously, each group has its 
own responsibility to get involved 
and to achieve equal representation.

However, our other obligation is to 
maintain an awareness of this dis
parity and more importantly to keep 
an open mind that will promote and 
not impair representation for all our 
fellow professionals. Think about it, 
challenge your degree of awareness 
and through your actions help to 
promote a true national parity!

Robert Greager, AIA

TWO HUNDRED YEARS OF 
CONSTITUTION, 150 YEARS OF 
MICHIGAN STATEHOOD, AND 
100 YEARS OF THE MICHIGAN 
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS. These 
events make me think of celebration, 
heritage and responsibility.

As my focus has expanded from 
local to state to national, I have 
become more keenly aware of the 
interrelationship of responsibility, 
involvement, and representation.

The point I want to emphasize is 
responsibility and its two sides; 
enfranchisement and disenfranchise
ment. The basis of our national gov
erning system, which is embraced by 
our professional society, is represen
tation — broad representation.

115 West Brown Street 
Birmingham Ml 48011 

313 644-0600

Architects

Luckenbach | Ziegelman and Partners Inc
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PERFORMANCE
NEWS RELEASE;

PRODUCTIVITY

60 years of experience by firms of 
CBC Network,

Robert H. Isler. AIA and Louis Kilgore, AIA, 
have been merged to form the new firm of

ACCURACY

SUPPORT

-Realize the versatility of a high performance CAD 
system!

-More than double drawing and design productivity!

ISLER/KILGORE, ARCHITECTS.H

The new firm offers integraph, generated 
computer drafting to fellow professionals.

-Ensure drawing and design accuracy!
PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES:

-Enjoy service and support from the best team 
of CAD specialists in the business!

MSA CONVENTION SPECIAL 

S299.00 Per Month

See us at Booth 44 for details on this 
COMPLETE CAD SYSTEMl

424-8632559-2020

Advanced Business Systems, Inc. 
4080 West Eleven Mile Road 

Berkley, MI 48072 
(313) 544-9780

23100 PROVIDENCE DR 
SOUTHFIELD, MICHIGAN 40075

HARPER & SHUMAN • Building a totally integrated software system for 
Architects, Engineers and Interior Designers. Designed by the industry 
leader, this fast and accurate system eases your growing pains by putting 
you in control of the bottom line with:

• Billing/Accounts Receivable
• Accounts Payable
• Spreadsheet Interface

• Project Control
• Accounting
• Payroll

For more information, call or write;

Harper & Stiuman Headquarters: 
Harper arid Shuman. Inc.
68 Moulton Street 
Cambridge. MA 02138 
(617) 492-4410

Harper & Shuman Midwest Representative: 
Protossionai Management Solutions 
28425 W. Eight Mile Road 
LivonA, Ml 48152-2062 
(313) 538-3585

Endorsed by AIA and NSPE/PEPP
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Harley Ellington
Pierce Yee Associates, Inc.
Architects Engineers Planners

26111 Evergreen Road 
Southfield, Michigan 48076 
313 354 0300
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CHARLES TERRENCE McCAFFERTY AND ASSOCIATES 
ARCHITECTS/COMMUNITY PLANNERS

8445 EAST JEFFERSON, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48214

ARCHITECTURE!

Garbooshian / Budday Associates, Inc.
Armen C. Carboos/j/an, A./.A. 
feffery T. Budday, ALA.

Lise Newman, ALA. 
Larry D. Lipa ALA.

pnnapal

principal

Robert M. Piatek, A.l.A. Nina L Snyderassociate
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Albert Kahn Associates Salutes the Centennial Anniversary 
of The Michigan Society of Architects

Albert Kahn Associates. Inc. Architects and Engineers
Detroit. Micliigan

/

lOm Architects Four, Inc.
Consulting Preservation Architects
We specialize in the restoration, 
rehabilitation and adaptive re-use 
ot existing buildings.

We provide consultation on;
• Historic and building research
• Documentation/recordif>g
• Building evaluation
• Design
• Technology
• Reconstruction
• Paint and decorative restoration
• Specifications

208 W. Liberty Ann Arbor, Ml 48103 
(313) 769*9444

Architecture in Michigan is great 
and always has been . ..

Best Wishes 
Peter B. Frantz. AIA 
Emeritus and Associates 
Saginaw — City

Photo from a few years ago — or back at the beginning
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Annual Meeting 
Detroit Chapter/AlA

portion of the cost in the hope that it 
would encourage a large attendance 
at their Annual Meeting.

A short but very important busi
ness meeting will begin at 7:30 and 
last for 45 minutes. It is election time. 
The architects who will lead the chap
ter for the next year will be chosen, 
Arnold Mikon, AIA who has spent 
the last year in training as Vice Presi
dent will assume the presidency 
within 20 days of the election. The 
Elections Committee recommended 
and the Board approved the following 
slate;
Vice President/President Elect 

Steve Vogel, AIA 
Secretary

Paul Stachowiak, AIA 
Chapter Director (3 year term) 

Michael Tomasik, AIA 
MSA Director (2 year term)

Michael Mosley, AIA 
Stephen Whitney, AIA 
(Two to be elected)

Associate Director 
John Marusich
An exciting evening has been 

planned. A peek at Wright's cherokee 
red Packard is worth the price of 
admission. And, no designer worth a 
t-square will want to miss Birkert's 
design secrets of this very important 
building for one of the Twentieth 
Century's few real patrons of archi
tecture.

Please mail your check for $10 for 
dinner to headquarters.

Congratulations

MSA
On Your 100'*’ 
Anniversary

, \

Gunnar Birkerls, FAIA

The Annual Meeting of the Detroit 
Chapter/AIA on November 5th will 
be full of surprises. The first bit of 
information to catch your eye is that 
it will be held in Ann Arbor. The 
Huron Valley Chapter/AIA need not 
be shocked. Detroit Chapter officials 
have no plans to expand their boun
daries and Huron Valley members 
are invited to attend this special 
event.

The reason for this small contra
diction is Gunnar Birkerts, FAIA. He 
is the headliner for Lecture #6 in the 
Chapter's Centennial Anniversary 
Series and the building he will feature 
is Dominos Farms that is located just 
north of Ann Arbor.

Tour guides from Gunnar Birkerts 
&L Associates will lead people through 
the sprawling facility beginning at 
5:30 p.m. After everyone has had a 
chance to look at the architecture and 
to examine Tom Monaghan's exten
sive collection of Frank Lloyd Wright 
artifacts, dinner will be served at six 
thirty. Pizza is on the menu (what 
else?) along with an antipasto salad. 
You will make your own desert — 
luscious ice cream sundaes. The cost 
of all this is a low $10. The Detroit 
Chapter Board voted to subsidize a

"ArgosGroup

Facilities

Strategies and Services

American Center Building 
21111 Franklin Rd.
Suite 61^
Southfield, Michigan 48054 
313I333-3555
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Photo Drafting
The Alternative

You are probably spending too much time 
and money on elevation and interior drawings!

Photo Drafting is a unique process that creates sharp, reproducible photographic images 
on ordinary drafting film. These images can be scaled, detailed and revised; they produce 
blueprints of exceptional quality. Our service is fast, convenient, and cost effective. Photo 
drafting supplements or replaces conventional renderings of existing structures. We also 
provide on-site architectural photographic services — on short notice!

FREE Technical Writing and 
Engineering Co., Inc.Get a complete package 

explaining the details. 
Call or write, todayl 16165 West Twelve Mile Road 

Southfield, Michigan 4S076 
^ Telephone: 313/559-6230

We build 'em 
like they 
used to.

Large or small.
Complicated or unusual.
Whatever the scope of your building 
project, Parliament Company has the 
background and resources to success
fully complete your building project - 
on time and within budget.

Ilk PARLIAMENT
COMPANY
30200 Telegraph Road, Suite 251 
Birmingham. Ml 48010 
(313) 645-6680 ...Building to Serve the Needs of the Community
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MSA WOth 
Anniversary Poster

Associate Director's 
Report

to meet with the Soviet delegation. 
Any one interested should call asso
ciate member Jim Winter-Troutwine 
at 616-942-0440 for more informa
tion.

The cover for the October Bulletin 
is a sample of the magnificent 
magenta washed MSA 100th Anni
versary Poster. It was chosen as the 
cover in the hope that all AlA mem
bers will be motivated to buy several 
of the 20x26 inch 'real things'at a cost 
of $4 each.

The inspiration for the poster came 
out of a meeting Tom Lucas had with 
the nine Chapter Vice Presidents. It 
was designed and photographed by 
Balthazar Korab to commemorate 
the Centennial Anniversary of the 
Society. Janet Ford, AIA of Schervish 
Vogel Merz did the graphics. It is the 
showpiece of a public awareness cam
paign that will be pushed by the 
Society for the next three years.

Members are being asked to help 
underwrite the printing cost by pur
chasing the posters but the goal is to 
have them hanging in public spaces 
all over the state. Chapter officers 
will be sending them to local officials, 
libraries, museums, etc. and they will 
be available for sale at art fairs and 
other community events. A one dol
lar contribution from each sale will go 
to the Michigan Architectural Foun
dation.

by David Aten, Associate

The judging has been held and as 
promised, here are the results of the 
MSA Associate Member Drafting 
Competition. As mentioned last 
month, the quality of the entries was 
exceptional and the judges had quite a 
time deciding the winners. With all 
but two entries coming from west of 
Lansing, the odds would give "out- 
state" members a better chance of 
winning. And they did. The winners 
are;
First Place: Michael R. Blied from the 
V^estern Michigan Chapter/AIA. Mike is a 
Battle Creek native who holds a BS and 
Master's Degree from U of M.
Second Place: Jim Winter-Troutwine of the 
Grand Valley Chapter/AIA. A graduate of 
Ball State University, Jim is employed by 
DSO Reid Architects in Grand Rapids. 
Active in local and national environmental 
groups, he is a member of the Audubon 
Society, Greenpeace and Architects/Design
ers/ Planners for Social Responsi
bility.
Third Place: Grace Moose of the Grand 
Valley Chapter/AIA. With both a degree in 
architecture and interior architecture from 
LIT. Grace is a designer in the Health Care 
Division of the WBDC Group of Grand 
Rapids. Prior to joining WBDC, she worked 
as an intern in a firm in London, England.

Next year's contest may be 
expanded to include CADD gener
ated drawings. Even though it didn't 
fit the category of "working draw
ings", one entrant submitted a 
CADD drawing which the judges 
were very impressed with. With 
more and more firms going to 
CADD, it may be considered next 
year.

One more note of interest — on 
October 16th and 17th, four archi
tects from the Soviet Union (includ
ing the president of the USSR Union 
of Architects will be in Chicago as 
part of a tour sponsored by the Archi
tects/Designers/Planners For Social 
Responsibility. The Grand Rapids 
Chapter ADPSR is looking for people 
to be part of a group going to Chicago

Intern Development 
Program

Barring any last minute glitches, 
the revised requirements for licens
ing that includes the intern provision 
that was developed by the Michigan 
Board of Registration for Architects 
will be considered by the Joint Legis
lative Rules Committee in the next 30 
days.

As this significant change in the 
registration process comes closer to 
becoming a reality, it behooves AIA 
members and those who are seeking 
registration to become familiar with 
the new rules. Robert E. Samuelson, 
AIA, Associate Professor in the 
Department of Architecture at Ohio 
State University has been invited to 
speak to both interns and employers 
on October 21st from 5-6 p.m. during 
the 72nd Annual MSA Convention.

Earlier in the day he and Art Nel
son, AIA will be taking their IDP 
Show on the road. They will be at 
SH&G at 8:00 a.m.; Albert Kahn at 
9:30 a.m. and at TMP at noon. Phil 
Meathe, FAIA has invited ail down
town Detroit interns and principals 
to the SH&G's office at 455 Fort 
Street to take part in this important 
presentation.

NAME:_____________

FIRM:______________
ADDRESS: _________

CITY:
Enclosed is my check #. 
posters @ $4.00 each.
The cost includes shipping and 
handling. NO POST OFFICE BOXES 
PLEASE.

STATE
for

MUIIK.AN 
SOCim OF 
AmillTFCTS 100

■ YEARS
OF desk;n
EXCELLENCE

M
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WILLIAM KESSLER AND ASSOCIATES

/ ICELEBRATES

THE 100TH BIRTHDAY

OF THE MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS

ROBtRT ARtNS • CAROLYN CARDOM • fX)Bp DOYLE-KtMflELD-

ED FRANCIS ■ ERME GRAY • MARlCNE iMiRZiAN -CARMEN

JOSEY-JOHN JURKCWSKI-BILL KESSLER-JIM LEMIRE-CHRIS

MACKEY-AORlt NNE MALlEY BOB McCCTY - CHARlE5>1cCRARY

JOHN MiLlACCA • DON OSGOOO- LORl PYKA • LUTHER^AIN • ROGER

SNYDER-C^VWHlTF.RUSSElL All! lAMS



BULK RATE 
U S. POSTAGE

PAID
DETROIT. Ml 

PERMIT NO. 2048

Beaubi^n House 
553 East Jefferson 
Detroit, Ml 48226

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

TIME VALUE

E N D A RCAL
DECEMBER

I MSA Board of Directors/ 
Election Beaubien House

Third Annual Governor's 
Arts Awards Dinner 
Westin Hotel, $150 per 
person call; 961-1776 
Deadline for Western 
Michigan Chapter/AIA 
Awards

27ihru Ocfober 3 1st
Dan Powell, a pholographer with a national 
reputation, will bring his Art & Architecture 
Series to the Pierce Street Gallery at Z17 
Pierce Street. Birmingham. (Wed. Ihru Sal. 
11-5 and by appointment.) Large black and 
white photographs of unusual prespective foc
using on the timeless beauty of architectural 
form make up this important show.

30
Cover Photo:
The Cover is the MSA Centennial 
Anniversary Posters. It was designed 
and photographed by Balthazar iQyrab. 
The graphics were done by Janet Ford 
of Schervish, Vogel. Mertz.

NOVEMBER
BIG MOVE BACK TO THE 
BEAUBIEN HOUSE 
Detroit Chapter/AlA 
Annual Meeting. Anniver> 
sary Lecture H6, Gunnar 
Birkerts, FAIA Dominos 
Farms, Ann Arbor, begin-

??

OCTOBER
5Mid-Michigan Chapter/ 

AIA Meeting Noon 
WAL Trip to Campbell 
Ewald Company 
MSA Convention 
Exhibitions and Seminars 
Fairlane Manor, Dearborn 
Host Chapter Party 
Henry Ford Museum 7 p.m. 
Costumes encouraged 
Spouse Brunch 
Dearborn Hyatt Regency 
10 a.m.
Gala Reopening of the 
Historic Beaubien House 
beginning at 7 p.m. and fol
lowed by The MSA Honor 
Awards Program black tie 
dinner at the Detroit Insti
tute of Arts
CAM's CONSTRUCTech 
Computer Seminar 
Fairlane Manor, Dearborn 
Call; 313-567-5500

15

20 MSA BULLETIN
21-23 VOL. 10 ISSUE 8ning at 5:30 p.m.

ESD Luncheon, Detroit 
Construction Update 
Call: 313-832-5400 
MSA Vice President's 
Meeting 9:30 a.m,
Harley Hotel, Lansing 
LIT ArchiLECTURE 
Thom Mayne, avant-garde 
Los Angeles architect 
7:30 p.m. Architectural 
Auditorium 
Western Michigan 
Chapter/AIA Annual 
Awards Program 
Mid-Michigan Chapter/ 
AIA Meeting
New Registrants Reception 
Beaubien House and 
St. Peter & Paul Church

10
Rae Dumke 

Lynne Merrill-Francis
..............Cathy Brooks
Celeste Van de Vyver 

Mary Lou Williams 
Barbara Willett

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE:
........................................Tim Casai, AIA
The MSA Bulletin is published lOtimes 
per year by the Michigan Society of 
Architects and is distributed free of 
charge to all members and their firms. 
The Michigan Society of Architects 
accepts classified advertising from 
MSA members and firms free of charge 
up to 6 lines. Advertising over this 
figure costs $2.00 per line. Circulation 
2,000. Address: Beaubien House, 553 
East Jefferson, Detroit, Ml 48226; 
313/965-4100.

EXEC. DIRECTOR 
EDITOR ...
ADM. ASST, 
STAFF........
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President's Message
seems to me, that the current genera
tion of us, has added a refreshing 
quality of grace and light hearted
ness. Nice combination; certainly 
marketable, hopefully profitable." 

Leslie D. Tincknell, AIA 1974 
"Competition, both from within 

and outside the profession, continues 
to place the Architect in a position of 
diminishing returns. The profes
sional society needs to address the 
problems to prevent an erosion of 
competence by members and firms." 

Robert B. Tower, AIA 1975 
"The MSA will be required to assist 

all members as they cope with a 'do- 
it-yourself' society. Computers that 
can design any building will threaten 
the need for Architectsand our regis
tration act. The computer-oriented 
firms will be the survivors, and the 
Society will probably be counting a 
smaller number of firms for member-

were of course, from time to time, 
changes by the profession in its atti
tude and approach to the building 
process. We forgot the 'orders' and 
'form doesn't follow function' any
more, it follows fancy; but these 
things didn't do it. If you ask me — 
and you did — 1 think our problem is 
with the unsurpers of our inherent 
rights and responsibilities. They are 
essentially our adversaries."

Frederick E. Wigen, AIA 1958-59 
"As a retired Architect of some 40 

years of practice, 1 am discouraged by 
the fact that we as practicing archi
tects do so little to encourage and 
help young architects to establish 
their own practice. Nothing much 
seems to have changed in 40 years. 
This has to be a mafor concern of the 
MSA."

Robert Lee Wold, FAIA 1966 
"The most important issue and 

challenge to MSA is to develop sup
port systems to help the Architects of 
Michigan maintain positions of lead
ership In the construction process. 
This is not entirely a new challenge, 
but it becomes more critical as the 
architect's leadership role continues 
to erode."

Chase Black, FAIA 1968 
"The most important issue in the 

future, as it has been in the past, is 
the challenge to have each architect 
in Michigan as a member of the MSA, 
so that MSA may truly represent all 
Michigan Architects."

Almon Durkee, FAIA 1970 
"Fellowship always has been, and 

always will be, the main mission of 
the Society. We need toconstantly be 
aware that our Society represents the 
bringing together of the Architects of 
Michigan — to siKialize, to discuss 
their mutual problems and successes, 
as well as to conduct the business of 
the Society. Sustained and everin- 
creased emphasis on the social activi
ties will result in increased member
ship and many of the other objectives 
of the Society."

Howard Hakken, 1972 
"Michigan Architects historically 

have produced projects that are 
notable for their no-nonsense func
tion and serious attention to detail. It

by Norman L Hamann, AIA

I thought it would be interesting to 
you to expand the President's Mes- 

to include comments from thesage
Society's Past Presidents. I asked 
them to address what they think to be 
the most important issue facing the 
MSA in the future. Looking ahead 
can be a very serious task so Nelson 
Nave, AIA of the Western Michigan 
Chapter/AIA created a wonderful 
cartoon. The caption comes from the 
January, 1890 minutes. Does any
thing ever change?

Kenneth C, Black, AIA 19J8-39
"I have been retired for over fifteen 

years, during which I have not 
attended chapter meetings. I there
fore, do not know enough about cur
rent MSA problems to be able to offer 
any intelligent comments to the read- 

of the Bulletin. 1 will look forward 
to reading the comments of others."

ship.
Eugene DiLaura, FAIA 1976
"Success is measured In many 

ways, however true success will for 
eternity be measured by what one 
has given, what one has done for 
others. Make lime, take time to be 
involved. For architects this trans
lates, in part to being involved with 
the local chapter, the state stKicty 
and nationally where possible. We 
cannot continuously take. We must 
give our fair share. For giving is the 
true measure of success."

Arthur Nelson, AIA 1978 
"The professional competence of 

our future architects is the most 
important issue of the present that 
addresses the future. The AlA- 
NCARB developed and sponsored 
Intern Development Program for 
Architects, with an amazingly flex
ible but structured program, takes 
the hit and miss aspect out of the 
Practice Education of our future archi
tects, and finally puts it on an equal 
footing with a traditional Academic 
Education for architects, completing 
the foundation for professional com

ers

Adrian Languis, FAIA 1947-48 
"As I reflect on more than 55 years 

of watching and being a part of the 
efforts by the MSA to enhance the 
purpose and practice of Architecture, 
I'm impressed with how much was 
accomplished toward that end when 
the dues were only $5.00. During 
that period, a survey by Fortune 
Magazine ranked Architecture as the 
most admired and respected of all the 
professions. We thought we had it 
made.

For reasons within or without the 
profession, we lost that position and 
prestige as master builders. There

petence."
John W. Jickling, FAIA 1980 
"Professional Liability Insurance! 

All other issues seem belter address
ed at National or Chapter levels. Self
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insurance, going 'bare,' higher deduct
ibles and lower coverage are the 
choices most offices face. Premiums 
can easily be 10% or more of the cost 
of doing business. How do we reduce 
or recover this cost?"

Evie Asken, FAIA 1981 
"Like it or not . . . it's no longer a 

simple cottage industry of master and 
apprentice. Today's architect is 
trained on a broader scope. If AlA 

nts to speak for the profession, 
then its focus must shift from tradi
tional practice and include the archi
tect's contribution to society's envi
ronment.

"Heavy stuff? Think about it. Who, 
but the architect, is better qualified to
deal with the issues of our deteriorat- Dick W. Slocum AIA 1984 
ing urban and rural scapes? "Architecture, engineeringand our

Michael Callahan, AIA 1982 society are ever in a state of change;
"The future of the Society will and the MSA must keep pace. We 

depend largely on the efforts of each have seen a greater participation by 
individual Michigan Architect. the members and a great deal of

How will the Society fit-in, be rele- support from the related professions, 
vant, to each individual licensed The architects and engineers are 
Architect attempting to provide archi- working more closely to solve mutual 
tectural services? By giving attention concerns, ie., pending legislation for 
to the profession the Society — by Selection by Competence and other 
offering continuing education possi- legislative matters. The greatest 
bilities, governmental interaction, 
representation, promotion and educa
tion to the public and the Individual ACT rather than REACT!

Michigan Architect — through his 
own needs and by being relevant to 
the profession, will assure the 
linuation of the Society of Archi- 
itects."

Roger Margerum, FAIA 1983
"Architects know that new facil

ities inspire new beginnings for the 
owner's programs, I observe this 
spirit reawakening in the MSA. 
There seems to be a collective pride 
inspired by the Beaubien House reno
vation in a time that exhibits a need 
for team work to promote the archi
tectural profession. The Beaubien 
House must be redirected for contin
uous promotion of all MSA inter
ests."

Robert Greager, AIA 1985
"My crystal ball view of future 

issues Is no better than it was when I 
was president. With the Beaubi 
House remodeling complete, a sound 
budget in place, and (in partnership 
with Engineering Associations) 
effective lobbying system. I'm confi
dent we will face future issues from 
an informed pro-active posture."

James B. Shane, AIA 1986
"The most important issues facing 

MSA , . . Liability? Integration of 
educationand practice? Public educa
tion? The technology of practice? 
There is a temptation to focus 
of these 'concerns' as the significant 
'issue' of tomorrow. But essentially 
these are just more of the constant 
problems we encounter, and will 
handle with varying degrees of 
success-

In reality, the real issue facing usas 
a Society is our ability to become a 
truly cohesive, effective state 
zation.

Dedicated, interested individuals 
will always rise through the ranks to 
lead the Society and provide the 
impetus for action. But without 
the involvement of an equally dedi
cated and interested rank-and-file, 
these actions will produce no real or 
lasting programs.

In my view, the major issue facing 
the Society, its leadership and staff, is 
the need to develop an active 
involved membership across the 
stale, working on common programs 
toward common goals."

Norman L. Hamann, AIA 1987 
"The MSA needs to recognize and 

analyze the changes that are making 
the profession different; and position 
itself as a leader in making the deci
sions required for a strong profes
sion. The MSA must work, in a coop
erative effort with the architectural 
schools in Michigan, to prepare the 
architects of tomorrow to cope with 
the world of tomorrow."

con-
en

an

wa

on one

organi-

improvement I could suggest is to 
have the MSA board and its members

"Contributions for beautifying the Association rooms have been asked for and U'e have received 
the delightfully large donation of two pictures. " J.S. Rogers. Secretary t/2/1890
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MSA — 1887-1987 
How It Happened

Based upon the evidence of the 
printed record, the priorities of the 
profession have changed little 
between 1887 and 1987. The May, 
1987 issue of Progressive Architec
ture reported the following list com
piled from a survey of AlA members:
1. Improving the public image of 

the "architect".
2. Publishing Standard Contract 

Documents.
3. Increasing compensation levels.
4. Lobbying for laws benefiting 

architects.
5. Promoting design excellence.
6. Improving firm management
7. Sponsoring seminars and continu

ing education courses.
8. Supporting or stimulating archi

tectural research.
9. Administering intern develop

ment programs.
10. Combating competition from 

other professions.
A report of the Committee on 

Ethics of the Michigan State Associa
tion of Architects dated December, 
1887 itemized their objectives for 
their new fraternity:
1. Manner of the competition among 

ourselves, paid or otherwise.
2. Discontinuance of making free 

sketches.
3- Uniform rates
4. Interference with another's clients 

by personal solicitations.
5. Upholding of scheduled rates in 

manner of making out bills.
6. Mannerof dealing with firms offer

ing percentages or commissions. 
Making it an association matter.

7. Mutual protection of ourselves 
and our clients from unscrupulous 
builders — placing them on a Black 
list?

8. A legalized code recognized as law 
stating an architect's rights in gen
eral. To sustain clearly the value of 
the ideas represented and not the 
value of drawings as such.

9. A seal for the Michigan State 
Association.

10. A law regulating the practice of 
architecture.
The similarities in the two lists 

prepared 100 years apart are remark
able. Add to it the 37 "Suggestions for 
Papers"that wasattached to the 1887

was piqued at the arbitrary entrance 
requirements of the 'Eastern Estab
lishment'. The distinction between 
Associate and Fellow was particularly 
grating. "In the present condition of 
architectural growth there should be 
an absolute democratic condition. No 
man shall be placed above his fellows 
any more than his own individuality 
will place him,"argued Louis Sullivan 
at the Fifth Annual Convention of 
the WAA in Chicago in 1888. Even
tually they worked out their differ
ences and the consolidation was 
approved in convention in Cincinnati 
on November 20, 1889. The two 
bodies merged, took the name of the 
older one and compromised on the 
Fellowship/Associate issue. Western 
members became AIA Fellows.

Michigan architects in 1887 had 
examined the credentials of both the 
Association and the Institute. Yel
lowed copies of the by-laws and con
stitution from the Illinois Chapter/ 
AIA rest in the same file with their 
counterparts from the Wisconsin and 
Kansas Associations. Michigan's orig
inal Constitution and By-Laws as 
adopted 26 Oct 87 is the Kansas 
Association copy cut and pasted to 
Wisconsin with additional language 
from the Illinois Chapter/AIA 
entered in pen. The name they chose 
was the Michigan State Association 
of Architects.

In due course the terms of the con
solidation were worked out and offi
cially adopted on January 15, 1891. 
The new name was the "Michigan 
Chapter American Institute of Archi
tects.

As a practical matter, most of the 
early members came from Detroit 
but the membership had stale wide 
focus. Letters went out almost 
Immediately to architects all over in a 
recruiting drive. Sidney Osgood from 
Grand Rapidsand Lemuel Grosvenor 
from Jackson promptly responded. 
They were serving on committees of 
the WAA even before the Association 
was organized in Detroit. Osgood’s 
letters were full of good advice for 
the fledgling group. He also used his 
letterhead as a marketing tool. All of 
the buildings he had designed were 
listed across the top.

Pholo: James Moyes
Lynne Merrill-Frands

Most of the confusion about the 
founding date of the organization of 
Michigan architects is cleared away in 
the context of similar events on the 
National scene. In 1887 when the 
first group of architects got together 
and wrote down their aims for a new 
professional siKlety they had two 
options. The American Institute of 
Architects or the Western Associa
tion of Architects. The Architectural 
League, a confederation of sketch 
clubs, was an outside possibility but 
its members were mostly drafters 
and artists.

The AIA had been incorporated in 
New York in 1857 by Richard 
Upjohn, Richard Hunt and others. 
During the Civil War, the office was 
closed and the records moved to 
Upjohn's office for safekeeping. All 
work was suspended until the war 
ended in 1865. Tangible accomplish
ments did not come up to the stated 
goals of its founders, according to a 
1942 article by Leigh Hunt in the 
Wisconsin Architect, but its influ
ence was far-reaching during the 
1865-89 period.

The Western Association was 
formed In Chicago in 1883 and 
included such luminaries as John 
Root, Louis Sullivan, Daniel Burn
ham and Dankmar Adler. Aside from 
the lofty ambitions of midwstern 
architects to promote a true "Ameri
can architecture", the Chicago group
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committee report and all the points 
are covered. Here is a sample; Benef- 
its of Architectural Associa
tions; Separate vs. General Con
tracts; Relations of Architect to 
Clients and Builders; Owners Influ
ence over Architect- Independence of 
the Craft; Speculative Building and 
Builders; a Course of Study For 
Young Architects; Style In Architec
ture; The Art of Planning; and Archi
tects As Artists and Business Men.

The only item on the list that 
would probably not be relevant today 
is Polychromatic Ornament but in 
light of the work on the old Wayne 
County Building and the State Capi
tol it too might draw a crowd. One 
proposed title would have summed 
up all the rest, "A Building — A Per
fect Organism With Its Multitude of 
Parts Perfectly Placed."

The group began with a great deal 
of enthusiasm. They rented "rooms" 
for $12 per month in the Moffat 
Block, planned an exhibition of draw
ings, had the by-laws printed, organ
ized a competition to design a seal and 
set about promoting the "artistic, 
scientific and practical efficacy of the 
profession," — a line that still appears 
in the by-laws.

It was however, a struggle to keep 
it going. The membership of the 
Michigan Chapter hovered around 
20 architects for many years. Nation
ally the AIA has having the same 
'missionary' problems. Michigan's 
own Frank Baldwin wrote to the 
Octagon in 1904 with advice for 
increasing participation, "A number 
of years ago, we found that in order 
to get a quorum at any meeting it was 
necessary to have an informal 
dinner."

Albeit small in number the archi
tects here had their fingers in the 
civic pie. Because Detroit architects 
made up the largest block of members 
and because it was then as now the 
largest most prosperous city in the 
state, Detroit concerns dominated 
the agenda. Grand Rapids, Lansing, 
Saginaw and Marquette architects 
were also members so it is safe to 
assume that their efforts to improve 
conditions in their cities was proceed

ing in a similar vein. For example, 
Thomas E. White of Lansing sought 
to involve the Michigan Chapter in a 
dispute involving the design and con
struction of school buildings in his 
city.

rated," In September the president 
changed his mind about incorpora
tion pending a revision of the Insti
tute's By-laws but "new stationery 
was being used by the Chapter con
taining the seal of the Institute."

The organization of the Architects' 
Business Association is clearly spelled 
out in the files. A notebook was
brought to the first meeting and eve
ryone signed in. Harry Angell, in the 
July 31, 1928 edition of the Weekly 
Bulletin tells the tale. "Fourteen 
years ago when jobs were as scarce as 
they are now and you did not dare 
speak to a competitor for fear that he 
might read your mind and beat you to 
your best prospect, the M.S. of A. 
was conceived and definitely organ
ized May 28, 1914 under the name of 
the Architects Business Association 
of Michigan. A group of old timers;David Anderson, AIA

Marquette architect who initialed the UP
Division — MSA i« 1939.

Detroit could hardly make a move 
without the AIA appointing a com
mittee of architects either in support 
of or in opposition to its pending 
plans. Whenever an issue came up 
that had to do with parks or the aes
thetics of public places, William Strat
ton and John Donaldson were knock
ing on the mayor's door. Liaison with 
the art community often fell to 
Albert Kahn when he became an 
associate member in 1890. He was 
actively involved with efforts to build 
a new art museum. He lobbied long 
and hard to have an architectural sec
tion in the building but even his 
influence couldn't pull it off.

Another contradictory founding 
date that can be cleared up in context 
with other events is the "incorpo
rated 1914" dale found in the Insti
tute's seal on the Michigan Chapter 
letter head after that year. On June 5, 
1914, the president was authorized to 
make application for incorporation of 
the Chapter to the proper State 
authorities. With momentum build
ing for an architect's licensing law 
and the formation of the Architects' 
Business Association on June 1st, 
Chapter officers no doubt felt that 
they should get their paper work in 
order and become properly "incorpo-

Three of the founders from an old tin type 
taken about 1888. Zack Rice. John Donald
son and Richard Rjiseman. 
met by accident for lunch one noon at 
the Palestine Lodge House. During 
the meal we decided that competitors 
could be friends and work together 
for the purpose of having a registra
tion law passed. Each one present 
agreed to invite at least one brother 
architect for lunch the following 
week and soon a regular weekly 
meeting was attended by some 
twenty or thirty good fellows."
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Angell's hail hardy good fellow 
explanation is challenged somewhat 
in a letter dated January 24, 1939 
from F. Cordon Pickell (first presi
dent of the ABA) to Talmage Hughes. 
He writes that Angell's account is 
quite accurate but the "lunch 
referred to however had an arrange
ment unbeknown to some present." 
1 le goes on, "The AIA Chapter at that 
time was something of an admiration 
society and left a gap that proved easy 
to fill with a more flexible organiza
tion. But it was the desire for a regis
tration law and our luck in getting it 
over the first try which laid the foun
dation for a permanent organization.

Chicago architectural politics 
seemed to have played a role here as it 
had in the Western Association vs. 
American Institutes discussions in 
the 1880's. E. Stanford Hall read a 
paper called "Cooperation Among 
Architects at the ABA Convention 
and explained why the Chicago Asso
ciation had taken ‘business' out of 
their name. His arguments led to a 
reconsideration of a previous motion 
to take the name, "Michigan Society 
of Architects." Thus on February 3,
1916 the name MSA was born.

Pickell's "more flexible organiza
tion" along with the registration 
issue seemed to have had popular 
appeal and pretty soon the AIA and 
the Society had overlapping member
ship rosters. C. Howard Crane, Wil
liam Stratton, and Leon Coquard 
signed on early. The AIA group 
responded in kind and a stack of some 
21 applications for membership were 
forwarded to the Institute early in
1917 for approval. Most of the names 
came from the MSA list.

Having set out here to explain the 
assortment of founding dates for the 
organization now known as the Mich
igan Society of Architects we have 
one more event to consider; April 3, 
1884. This is the meeting that 
occurred in the offices of Elijah 
Myers, the architect for the Grand 
Rapids City Hall, Michigan Capitol, 
and many other state houses. The 
date written in fine nineteenth cen
tury script looks like 1887 rather than 
1884 to this writer but George

Mason read "84 
without another bit of evidence who 
can say. April, 1887 makes fora tidier 
chronology. Discussions begun in 
April and finalized in October of the 
same year seem plausible. Those who 
signed on in Myers office included 
G.W. Lloyd, Mortimer Smith, A. E. 
French, Alvin C. Varney, Arthur 
Scott, Julius Hess, E. W. Arnold, Zack 
Rice and George Mason. Nearly all 
the same players were on hand for 
the October 1887 organization. 
Myers was conspicuously absent and 
French and Varney waited to sign on 
with the Architects Business Associ
ation in 1914. Mason's diary said that 
Myers had been elected president in 
1884. He was then embroiled in con
troversy with the Texas State Capitol 
Commission and according to Henry 
Russell Hitchcock and William Seale 
in Temples of Democracy, he was 
upset over their repeated requests 
for mechanical drawings. Perhaps 
not a good time to take on the duties 
as president of a new organization.

The rest, as they say, is history and 
it is all in the files at MSA headquar
ters. The Society and Chapter 
worked in tandem on most important 
issues. The Michigan Chapter split 
eventually into Detroit and Grand 
Rapids and members were arbitrarily 
assigned by the Institute to one or 
another of these sections. The 
Society also had Divisions but in 
1938, according to Kenneth C. Black, 
FAIA., "Most, architects who be
longed to both groups became con
vinced that it was pointless to main
tain two professional organizations 
interested in the same major goals." 
After Black's two terms as president 
he look over the Unification Com
mittee and in 1944, upon approval of 
the national AIA Board of Directors, 
the unification was complete. New 
Chapters had been formed in the 
larger population centers and the 
MSA was reestablished as an amal
gamation of all the AIA Chapters in 
the state.

The merger was bitterly opposed 
by some AIA members, just as in 
1889 when the Western Association 
merged with the American Institute.

in his diary and Some felt that the AIA should 
an elite organization of distinguished 
professionals and some MSA mem
bers who had been turned down for 
AIA membership were still smarting 
from the rebuff and wanted nothing 
to do with the AIA. In the end it all 
worked out and the threat to set up 
another organization failed to mate
rialize. Michigan's procedure was fol
lowed by several other states where 
similar duplication of effort had 
occurred.

So now as the Society moves into 
its second one hundred years, its 
goals and objectives filtered through 
nine distinct Chapters, the statement 
of 1913 President John Scott in his 
Annual Address of the President is 
still true. The society in 1987 "strives 
for beauty in design, honesty in con
struction, and for advancement in 
culture and education, and for high 
standards in practice and ethics, and 
for purity in public taste, which make 
for the elevation and nobility of life."

The true history of an organization 
is not in establishing a chronology of 
its Important events but in its accom
plishments and the accomplishments 
of its individual members. Thus, this 
tiny chapter is only the forward to 
The History of Michigan Architects.

There are many stories that 
deserve to be told. Certainly Emily 
Helen Butterfield, Michigan's first 
registered women architect, deserves 
a chapter. She was registered along 
with her father, on December 10, 
1916. The twoof them builtchurches 
and schools in the Detroit area. She 
wrote two books, had articles in 
House and Garden and painted in her 
spare lime.

A book could be filled with Roger 
Allen's warm and witty insights into 
the architectural profession. He 
wrote a column for the Grand Rapids 
Press and served as the architect's 
funny bone for many years.

C. Howard Crane's letters to Tal 
Hughes from London during the blitz 
and after the war could form the 
nucleus of a chapter about Michigan 
architects as soldiers and sailors and 
members of the Signal Corps. There

remain
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Lloyd Wright for two Chapters. He 
spoke to audiences of Michigan archi
tects on at least four occasions. 
Copies of two of his speeches, neither 
of which appear to have been pub
lished elsewhere, are in the file and 
more digging might turn up the other 
two.

decade and the high quality of the 
architectural work being done there. 
He noted that the work had not been 
done by "two or three architects of 
business getting ability, but has been 
distributed with reasonable fairness 
among the sixty-odd practitioners 
who are responsible for the architec
tural standing of their city before the 
world." Speaking of the "strong frat
ernal feeling" that he found there he 
said, "It cannot be doubted . . . that 
this unity of thought and purpose 
which sees in each practitioner a 
worthy representative and a brother 
practitioner, has a vital and stimulat
ing effect upon the architectural 
expression of the city. That this unity 
became possible (in Detroit) when 
the broad minds of a few leaders in 
architectural design first established 
the associations that welcomed the 
unattached practitioner and encour
aged his development, is but credita
ble to a profession that as a whole 
seeks to spread instead of curtail art 
advancement in the professional 
ranks. This is the history of profes
sional Detroit."

And, so it is.

was even an architect correspondent 
from Viet Nam, Joseph Leinweber.

The Society's efforts on behalf of 
historic preservation should be com
piled. Professor Larch and the Mack
inac Island Biddle House and the 
Michigan State Capitol come to mind, 
as does Orchestra Hall, Belle Isle and 
others.

Roger Allen, FAIA at Mackinac

The exciting activist stance of the 
Society on environmental and social 
issues during the 1960's should be 
chronicled.

The formation of the Bulletin and 
the role it played to coalescence the 
separate Chapters into a cohesive 
state wide association deserves atten
tion. In fact, there are a number of 
publications that came about at the 
instigation of the Society that were 
funded by the Michigan Architectu
ral Foundation. The Fifty Most Sig
nificant Buildings in Michigan is but 
one example.

Samuel Cashwan who designed 
the Gold Medal for the Detroit Chap
ter in 1928 should be recognized. He 
was the first director for the Society 
of Arts and Crafts and recently, in his 
94th year, he was honored with an 
exhibition at the Center for Creative 
Studies. Noted sculptor Marshall 
Fredericks designed the MSA medal 
in 1954 and his comments about art 
in architecture should be published. 
All of the Gold Medal winners should 
be described in a chapter of theirown.

Going back to the teens when 
Albert Kahn was chair of the Lecture 
Committee, Michigan architects 
have sought the outspoken contro
versial forward thinkers of the pro
fession and have invited them here in 
order to pick their brains. There is 
enough information about Frank
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Frank Lloyd Wright in Detroit in 1954

In 1916 a magazine called The West
ern Architect, devoted its October 
edition to Detroit architecture. The 
editor, Robert Craik McLean was a 
bit of a rabble rouser and had sought 
to influence the outcome of the West
ern Assocation/Institute consolida
tion in 1889. Nonetheless, his 
remarks offer an insight into what 
had made Detroit and by extension 
Michigan architecture what it is.

He talked about the phenomenal 
growth of the city during the past
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Michigan Society of Architects, 1887-1987
BENEFACTORS Sigmund F. Blum • Dr. & Mrs. Paul Dumke • Giffels AssocLales • William & Karen Gilmore • John Haro • Herman Miller • Hudson/Webbe 
Foundation • M.L. Ltd • John & Barbara Jickling • Albert Kahn Associates • William Kessler • Thomas Lucas • Masonry Institute of Michigan • Kennet 
Neumann/Robert Greager and Associates • Jay S. Pettitt • Carl W. Pirscher • Rossetti Associates • Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates • Steelcase • PATRON 
Maurice Allen • Evie Asken • Derwin Bass • Paul Behrend • Guido Binda • Robert Bliven • Henry Booth • Paul Bowers • Jack Brown • Richard Canfield • Te 
Daubresse • William & Elaine Demiene • Eugene DiLaura • Rae & Robert Dumke • Michael Dunn • Almon J. Durkee • Noel Fagerlund • Ford & Earl Associate 
Edward Francis* Richard Frank* Peter Frantz* Roy French* Hideo Fujii* James Graham* Harley Ellington Pierce Yee Associates* Dennis Haugen* Robert Hobso 
Ralph Holzhauer • Clare D. Imhoff * Dennis M. King * Theodore Kurz * Adrian N. Languis * Thomas Languis Memorial * Amedeo Leone * Morris Lifsha 
James Livingston • Robert B. Lytle* Roger & Fran Margerum * Roger Meintz* Louis Menk* Arnold Mikon • Gretchen Minnhaar * Harold Mitch * Lawrence E 
Morris* Arthur Nelson * Olympia Painting Corp. • David Osier * Irving Palmquist • J. Stuart Peltitt * W. James Pfaendtner • Jerry Pinkster* Samuel D. Popki 
Robert Powell • Louis G. Redstone • Carl Roehling • Edward Axel Roffman Associates • Donald Root * Louis (Gino) Rossetti * Henry W. Ruifrok * James Saul 
Schmidt America Ltd. • Michael Shanayda • lames Shane* John Sheoris* Arthur Smith* G. John Stevervs* Terry J. Straka* Frank Straub* Pipsan Saarinen Swanso 
Eugene Terrill • TMP Associates * Robert Tower * John Urban • Harold VanDine • Gary VanNeck * Ray & Marylou Williams * Albert Wu • Marion Yuh 
SPONSORS John Akram * Peter Albertson • Gordon Andringa * Barton-Malow Company Foundation * Bentley Carpet Mills • Clarence Bentley * Wayne Bill 
Gunnar Birkerts & Associates* Thomas Bisbee* Roger Boe* Bruce Boore* Bright Chair Company* Algimantas Bublys* Janet Burke* Victor Cardona* Timoth 
Casai* John Castellana* Contract Interiors* Frank Covert* Robert D'Alessandro* Fred Da we* Floyd De Shane* Harry Diamond* Gerald Diehl* Paul Dozema 
John & Donna Dunn * John Dziurman * Kenneth Evangelista • William Everhart * Anthony Foust * G. Robert Fox * Stephen Fry* Jude T. Fusco • Nadine Gibb 
Richard Glissman * Brooks Godfrey * Dale L. Grainger * Warren Groth * James Hackenberger * Norman L. Hamann * Craig Hamilton ♦ Hoyem-Basso Associate 
Paul Hysen • Interface Flooring Systems * Bernice Jacobs • William R. Jarratt • Jickling, Lyman & Powell AsscKiates * Kent Johnson * William Kessler & Associate 
Frank Klaetke * Thomas Kowalski • John Lansing * David Larson * Ted Larson • Lighting Group * William Lyman * Marcos Makahon * Charles T. McCaffert 
Ralph McGivern • Robert Metcalf • Kenneth Mitchell • MJK Architects • Victor Munoz • Lowell Myers • Richard Mysliwiec * NL Corporation • Osler/Millin 
Architects * Michael Paquette * Charles Parise * Richard J. Penney * John Pillar * J. Richard Pinnell • Virginia Pinnell * Alvin Prevost * Gerald Reinbold * Kennet 
Rohlfing * Rocco Romano* James P. Ryan* Terry Schley • Anselm Scipione* LeoG Shea* Robert L. Siefert • Leonard Siegel* Cary Skog* Craig D. Smith • Stephe 
Smith • Joseph Stout * George Stucky * Robert S. Swanson • Peter Tarapata • Marc Therrien • Michael Tomasik * James Tomblinson • Allan Tuomaala • Robei 
VanDeven * Harulun Vaporciyan* Harry L. Warren* WBDC Group* Keith Weiland* Steve Whitney* Louis Wiltse* Ronald Winebrenner • Barry Wood • Ralph I 
Youngren CONTRIBUTORS Accouslical Distributors* Richard Adams* Aubrey Agee* Arnold Agree* Charles N. Agree • Robert B. Alpern Associates* America 
Film House • American Glass & Metals* Andrew D. Althouse • Lawrence Ancypa • Anderson Lesniak + Associates* Robert Anderson • W.T. Andrew Co.* Ricarc 
Anselmo* Architects Four* Architectural Building Products* Architonics* Argos Group • Arlek Industries* Asmar Construction • Association Administrators 
Consultants • Atelier International Lighting • George W. Auch Construction * Austin Engineers • Brian Baldwin * Gary Baldwin • Tivadar Balogh * John Barke 
David Battle • Keith Bauman * Robert Beatty * Richard F. Beaubien * Beaver Distributors • Donna Benian • Jeffrey Bennett • James M. Bentley • Ralph Bergsn 
Frederic A. Bertram* Margit B. Beute! * Michele & James Bieszki* Paul R. Bilgen * Thomas Bisbee* Edward E. Bissell* Duncan M. Black* Gerald Blanton • William 
Blessing ]Y. • Alexander V. Bogaerts & Associates • Malt Bohde • William Bolen • Richard Borrelli * Vincent T. Boyle • Steven Branster • Brender-Hamill 
Associates • Catherine Brooks * David Brown * Paul B. Brown • Kathleen Buck • Bud Budzynski • Gordon Bugbee • Jack Bullo • Lawrence Burns * R.F. Burr 
Cadillac Fence & Supply* Dennis Calcaterra * Ralph Calder & Associates* Michael Callahan • William Cameron • Archie Campbell • Dennis Carlson * C&H Pipii
I. F. Chamberlain • Alvin Chartrand • Dan Christensen • Continental Interiors * Walter Coponen • Jeff Corbin * Dwight Corkins • Gary Cornillaud • Cyril Cc 
Colleen Crawley * Charles Creman • Cronk & Tocco* CSI/Detroit Chapter* Cummins & Barnard • Harold Cunningham * John Curran* R.E. Dailey & Compar 
John Danckaert * Daniels & Zermack • Daverman .Associates* Joseph T. Daverman Foundation • Robert Davis* Stanley Davis • Allen DeJonge • C>esign Concep 
Detroit Chapter, AIA • Detroit Door & Hardware * Bernard DeVries * DeWinter Associates * Diekema/Hamann/Architects • DeWulf Associates * Robert Dixc 
Cherie Donze • Alden B. Dow Alumni Association • Dow, Howell, Gilmore Associates • Howard Droz • Lisa-Jo Dunham * Dunn Blue • Durako Paint & Cole 
Daniel Durkee • Rosemary Dutke* John T. Dye • Eagle of Michigan* Larry Eaton* Eisen Associates* Ellis/Naeyaert Associates* Don Endres Associates* Ericksor 
Flooring Supply* Evangelista Architects* Richard Evans* Steven Farkas* Jack P. Feagley • Mary Fears* Marilyn Finkel & Associates • Louis Fisher* Jeff Fish vo 
Paul E. Flanagan * Charles Fleckenstein • Flint Chapter, AIA* Florida Tile • John Flynn * Janet Ford* Betty Lee Seydler-Sweatt* J.G. Frank* Franko's Custom Ti 
Earl Frazier* Carol Frederick* William Frederick* Terry Frisch * Fry Associates* Richard Fuher* Mark Furstenburg* James Gallagher* Gary Gamperling* Robe 
S Gazall* GBKB AsscKiales* Stephen Gedert* Jeffrey Gielniak* Roger Gienapp* Giffels-Webs ter Engineers* Rhonda Gilmore* Donald Giroux* Harry Gjelstet 
Glanz & Killian * Gold Bond Building Products * B.F. Goodrich/Koroseal * David W. Gorman • Gregory Graezyk • Grainger Associates * Grand Blanc Ceme 
Products* Lyn E. Graziani * Robert Greager* Isaac Green • Christopher Gribbs * John Grylls* Werner Guenther * Kenneth W. Gunn * Genevieve Hafner.*Jacksc 
B. Hallett • Douglas Hamborsky * Lawrence Hamilton * Maurice Hammond • Gerald Harburn • Geoffrey Harrison * Fuad S. Hassan * L. Robert Hatch • L. Robe 
Hatch Memorial* Haughey Black & Associates* Jeffrey Hausman* James K. Haveman* Randall Hebestreit* Stephen Henri* Thomas H. Hewlett* John Hilberry 
Associates • Kriss Hilborn * John Hinkiey • Hitch Inc. • Hobbs + Black Associates • Clifford Holforty * Holmes Associates • Holoweski & Arnold Art Consultan 
Keith Holt* Fritz Homann • Gordon Hoyem • Karl Huebner* Victoria & Carl Hueter* Robert Hund • Jon Hypnar• Frank Ignich • Marlene Imirzian • IPI Expre 
Lighting* ITTGrinnell* Irene Jackson • Morris Jackson • Juliet Jakobowki* Keith D. Japowicz* Jasman Construction* Randall W. Jeffs* James Jensen • Fred JoJ 
Daniel Johnson • Gary Johnson * William Johnson • Ronald Jona * Edward Joppich • Charles Jylha • Kaleidoscope * Erwin E. Kamp • Kamp-DiComo Associat 
Kanfer Construction* Elmer Kapp* Karastan Carpet Mills/Bigeiow* Carol Johnson Kartje* Janet Keller* William J. Kelly* Lorraine King* Jerome Klingele* Kirk 
Koskela Architects * Klaetke + Marino Architects* Alfred Kochanowski • Leon Kohls • Balthazar Korab * Bert Koseck* David Koziarz* Gunnars Krautmar 
Robert A. Krelchman • David Krogsrud • Richard LaCombe • Landman-Andrews * Calvin Lane • Charles Lane • John La Porte • Latco Products* David L.awren 
Donald Lee • Robert Lefebvre • J.W. Leinweber • Richard Leithauser • Bruno Leon * Roger Lepley • Ronald Lepri • Damon Leverett • Norman Levey Memor 
Ronald Loch • Luckenbach/Ziegelman & Partners* Mandell, Bilovus & AsscKiates* Elmer Manson* Manson Architectural* Theodore Manos* Mark Mardirosi 
Carl Marr * John Martin * David Masko * James Mason • Margaret E. Malta * Richard May * Charles Terrence McCafferty and Associates • Mayotte-Crouse 
D'Haene* Ronald E. Mayotte & Associates * MBDS Inc. Architects* Stewart McCallum • Gordon McCarty* Douglas McFerren * Robert McGraw* John Meinto 
L. Douglas McLean * MCM Fixture Company* McNamee, Porter & Seeley* Philip Meathe • Edwin Meier* Barry Merenoff • Gordon Merritt * Charles Merz* V 
Messacar • Michigan Consolidated Gas • Mid-Michigan Chapter, AIA • Midgal, Layne & Sachs • Marianne Mikliail • John Miliacca * John Miller Electric Compa 
The Millguard Corp. • Mike Minoff*Raymond Moldenhauer • Edward V. Monahan, Inc * Jack K. Monteith * Glen Moon • Bradley J. Moore • Arthur O. Moran, 
Morgan Watt Painting Company * Paul Morgret • Ayers Morison. Jr. • Morison Associates • William Muschenheim • G. Muth • Myung Jin Handmade Fabr 
Michael Nalu & Associates • Nagle Paving • Nelson Nave * Auldin Nelson • Joseph Neussendorfer * Nevamar * Rodney Nofs * Nordstrom Samson Associat
J. Howard Nudell Architects * Darla Olson • Ronald Omitian • Philip Osburn * Donald Osgood • Leo Osmialowski * Otis pevator • Oxley Architects Enginet 
Dennis Page • Stephen Page * Theodore Pappas Associates • Partlan-Labadie Sheet Metal Company • Patrick Carpet Mills * Glen Paulsen • William Paxton
Associates* John Pazdera • Anna Peters* Timothy Peters* James Peterson • David Pfluke • Thomas Phillips * Elizabeth Hart Porter* Potapa Mancini & Associa 
David Power • G. Robert Powers • Richard Prince & Associates • William O. Prine • Mary Pynnomen * Michael L. Quinn * Albert E. Quiltelier * Harold Ra( 
Robert Raisch • Thomas Reay * Ken Redman * Daniel Redstone * Louis G. Redstone Associates * Donald Riba • Dennis Robare* Carl Roessier • Stuart D. Rodg« 
Robert Roney • Clarence Rosa * John Rose • Ross Structural Steel • Rossen/Neumann Associates * Louis Rossetti • Russel! Hardware • James Russo * R-V Elect 
Inc. • James P. Ryan Associates • Linda Ryan * Victor Saroki * Fred Satterlund • Maurice Sauriol Architect & Associates * Donald Schaening • Schena Roofing 
Sheet Metal Company • Schervish, Vogel, Merz • Carl Scheuffler • Schlage • Abbott K. Schlain Company * Thomas Schmidt * Bernard Schulak • Elissa Scrafa 
George A. Seley * David Sellards • Joan Senkiw * Robert Sharrow • Edward Sheline • Philip T. Sherman * Glenn Shuder • Gerald Stenkiewicz • Howard F. Si 
Sims-Varner & Associates * Keith M. Sipperley * Kenneth Skay • Slocum AsscKiates* James R. Smith * Linn Smith * Michael Smith • Smith & Schurman Associa 
Richard Snyder* SSOE, Inc. of Michigan * S-R Inc. * Spence & Forsythe, Architects * Paul Stachowiak* Ann Stacy * Standard Paint • G. Baker Sleeves & Associa 
Stein Hinkle Da we Wood Johnson, Ltd. • F.D. Stella Products Company* Larry Stephan * William A. Stevenson • David L. Stiffler * Gordon Stow* Robert C. St 
Straub Associates * Straub VanDine Associates • Charles Strieby ♦ Strong, Drury & Elkins • Richard H. Sluckman • Theodore Sutherland * Robert Tata • Jan 
Teevens* Testing Engineers & Consultants* Tom J. Thomas * William B. Tiger • LeslieTincknell* Robert J. Tobin & AsscKiates* Tomblinson Harburn Associa 
Angelo Torcolacci • Daniel L. Treacy • Robert Tremonti • Trevarrow * Andrew Turbett * Upper Peninsula Chapter, AIA • Francis Uribel * Richard VanAuk 
William Vanderbout & C. Richardson * Ruard Vanderploeg* S.A. Vanderpoorten • C. Theron VanDusen • Andrew Vazzano* James Vellhoven • Wakely Associa 
Mt. Pleasant* Robert C. Wakely, Sr. • Frederick Jon Walter* Francis E. Warner* Robert Wassenaar* Dave Watson Associates • Frank Weber Jr.* Melvin O. Wet 
Frederick Wesolowski • West Detroit Glass Company • John Weting * Daniel Whisler • Arietta L. White * Hans Wiemer • Tom Wikle * JoEllen Wilkin: 
David Williams * Brian Wilmers* Ralph Wilson Plastics Company* Robert Wine*Thomas Winkeljohn* Robert Lee Wold & Associates* Michael Wolk* Jack Wc 
lames Wong* Worthington Wood Works • Clifford Wright AsscKiates* Wulff-Nichols Architects* Minoru Yamasaki AsscKiates * Wah Yee Asstxiates • Thor 
Young • Zeising AsscKiates * Norman Ziegelman • Lonny Zimmerman • leffrey Zokas • David Zurawski • Arthur Zsido * Turner Construction • Shelving, I 
Fred Verish • Botanical Interiors • Dreger and AsscKiates
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Home is where the heart is
up Lisa's time to do the job.

The folks at Schervish Vogel Merz 
did the landscape design and located a 
contractor, Fred Veresh, to put it in. 
Without them the yard would be a sea 
of mud.

The job of coordinating the con
struction fell to Gene DiLaura and his 
hard work and 'friendly persuasion' 
kept things moving right along. And 
the long suffering, architect's archi
tects, Osier/Milling, must be noted.

Ray Williams and the Lighting 
Group once again supplied the lights 
and saw to it that the parlor chande
lier was refurbished. What would we 
do without him?

We won't ask Tom Lucas how he 
was able to convince Olympia Paint
ing to supply all the painters and the 
paint to do the whole house, but 
thank you Gus and Pete.

Both Herman Miller and Steelcase 
contributed some very special furni
ture. John Berry and Frank Bonner 
were especially helpful.

Smith, Hinchman & Grylls provid
ed a suite of offices for almost a year 
for the cost of the cleaning service. A 
hearty thank you to Phil Meathe for 
the loan for his graphics department, 
particularly Gloria Harcourt. Jim 
Braethen and his crew have been 
very nice about all the furniture.that 
has been showing up at their loading 
dock.

The two young architects, Erick 
Hiedenann & Jim Hostnik, who 
packed 100 years worth of memorabi
lia for the big move did more than 
their share.

And then there was Elaine 
Demiene, who stripped the parlor 
shutters.

All of the Board Members for the 
past ten years can breathe a sigh of 
relief and they all deserve a pat on the 
back for the extra hours it took to get 
the project going and to see it 
through. President Norm Hamann 
should get a medal for all of his trips 
across the state to handle the many 
crises that came up. Carl Roehling 
should have one too for dealing with 
the myriad financial transactions.

To the 800 people who made it 
happen, THANK YOU!

Finding a permanent home has 
been an elusive goal for an organiza
tion that is dedicated to the art and 
science of building. The whole story 
of how it all finally came together in 
1987 will probably not be fully writ
ten until the MSA celebrates its 
Bicentennial.

The Nineteenth Century archi
tects saw their

home to MSA. But in 1944, after his 
death, the Board finally concluded 
that "wartime conditions" would 
make the building too difficult to 
manage. They turned the bequest 
down. The Kahn House is now the 
home of the Urban League.

A series of rented spaces served as 
headquarters until the Beaubien 
House came along. It was once part of 
a French ribbon farm that dates to 
1797. It was built for a middle class 
Victorian family and it is one of the 
few such structures left downtown.

At the time the first architects 
association was getting organized in 
1887, the house was occupied by a 
Dutch-born artist, William Machen. 
He used it for five years and built up 
quite a reputation for his painting. 
His work was exhibited in the Detroit 
Museum of Art and at his studio in 
the Beaubien House. Perhaps he was 
responsible for the designs, now pro
tected by carpet, on the floor and 
stairs. He may even have had a hand 
in the decorative painting or the 
unfinished mural at the top of the 
first floor landing but further inves
tigation will have to wait until more 
funds are available.

The list on the facing page is pres
ented as a tribute to all the people 
who have contributed their time and 
talent to the renovation. There are 
some who must be singled out for 
special mention.

The Masonry Institute has been a 
supporter of the project from the 
beginning. Their members have 
given of their time, material and 
money. Beaver Distributors and Fred 
Blackwood supplied the tile and 
Franko's Tile did a great job installing

as a clubrooms
house and a place to exhibit their best 
works. They had a need to socialize 
and share ideas. They wanted the 
latest architecture/art magazines 
available. Some felt that it also ought 
to contain a reference library that had 
all of the latest manufacturers speci
fications. They saw it as a place to 
keep their permanent records.

Maxwell Grylls tried several times 
to work something out with the 
engineers. In 1912 he suggested that 
all the technical bodies of thecity join 
to establish permanent quarters. In 
1917 WWI got in the way of a shared 
facility. As ESD was getting serious 
about their own building, they once 
again invited the Society to join them 
but nothing happened.

The first real estate that was eval
uated was the Charles L. Freer Man
sion in 1920. Freer was a patron of 
the arts, a friend of the profession 
and one of the first to become an 
Honorary Member. His shingle style 
house once held Whistler's famous 
Peacock Room. The Board concluded 
the operating cost was beyond their 
means and gave it up. The Peacock 
Room and the Freer collection moved
to Washington and the house became 
a part of the Merril-Palmer Institute.

Talk of using the Hecker Mansion 
as a new club house came to nothing 
in 1930. The house still stands and is 
occupied by Smiley Brothers Music. 
It had been designed in 1890 by 
McKim, Mead and White trained 
Louis Kamper with the help of John 
Scott, one of the association found
ers, and his brother Arthur.

Ten years later, "Mr. Albert Kahn 
looked to be the one man who could 
make this idea (of a permanent home) 
come true," said Benson Gamber in 
the 1941 Board Minutes. He took the 
necessary legal steps to bequeath his

it.
Ford and Earl volunteered to do the 

interior design, Lisa Hildorf spent a 
lot of her nights and weekends on 
that effort. She found contributors 
like Zeising Associates who supplied 
the hides to reupholster the Carbus- 
ier chairs and sent over a sofa and 
some chairs. She specified the carpet 
and then contacted Interface Carpet; 
Karastan ; and Bently and they came 
through. We also must thank Tom 
Ernst for his own time and for freeing
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Detroit
enrich the story. With the British, 
came Detroit's industrialization and 
the early 1800's railroad brought a 
significant increase in immigration. 
For many years Detroit had been a 
port for European immigrants that 
arrived to settle in the midwest. With 
the founding of the Michigan Central 
Railroad that immigration and dis
bursement to Ohio, Indiana, Illinois 
and throughout the lower peninsula 
greatly Increased. It also brought the 
lumbering and mining industries in 
Michigan to a head. It allowed a 
tremendous expansion in foundries, 
stove works, ship building, railroad 
car building and numerous other 
types of manufacturing.

The legacy on the waterfront is 
diverse. There are many old family 
homes that still exist along Jefferson 
Avenue, directly behind lies the 
remnants of early industrialization. 
The area is an incredible potpourri of 
historical structures and sites. The 
Detroit Dry Docks for instance, were 
unique. Great Lakes ships were built 
there. The Palms Apartment Build
ing designed by Albert Kahn and 
George D. Mason in 1^02-3 may be 
among the first buildings to be con
structed of reinforced concrete in the 
world. They share this mixed and 
varied area with the last remnants of 
modest, wood frame worker's hous
ing. All of this bespeaks the noble 
aspirations, hopes and failures of the 
people that made Detroit. Be they

French farmers, English industrial
ists, passengers of the underground 
railroad or European immigrants, all 
were equally seeking the promise of a 
belter life.

The great expansion of industry in 
Detroit related to auto building 
equally spread both the industrial 
growth and population far from the 
river front. This new expansion 
fuelled the growth of the central 
business district as the river deve
lopment had previously done. Since 
the Great Depression little major 
building has occurred here until 
recently.

When looking at where the future 
ofacily lies, it's best to return to its 
sources, in this case the Detroit 
River. The dominance of the river 
was proven when the Renaissance 
Center was built. Its developers 
insisted on a river front site and then 
apparently ignored this unique loca
tion in their design.

Current development on the river 
front has built a momentum, snapped 
back central business development 
and is now moving up the Woodward 
corridor. River front development 
has occured in an area stretching 
from MacArthur bridge to Belle Isle 
to the central business district. It 
includes housing, retail and office as 
well ascontinued light industrial use. 
The primary examples are: Chene

Charles Merz, AIA

Detroit — "queen of the rust belt" 
— that's how many Americans view 
this major American city. And how 
about us? What about Michigan archi
tects? When standing on the shore of 
the Detroit River it is hard to imagine 
that Cadillac, with his entourage of 
trappers and Jesuit priests, passed 
through here before 1701 on his way 
to found Fort Michilimackinac at the 
tip of the peninsula. In fact, it was 
only because the Jesuits reported to 
the King of France that the trappers 
were debauching the Indians, that 
Michilimackinac was order closed and 
Cadillac fell back to the narrows of 
the Detroit River loestablish his new 
fort and trading post in 1701.

Early Detroit history was dc>mi- 
nated by the French presence. That 
legacy lives on today in names of 
streets; Joseph Campau, Chene, 
Dubois, etc. They reflect the names 
of the old French Ribbon Farms (the 
Beaubien House now sits on a part of 
one of them) that fronted the river 
bank for year round access. The 
farms stretched very narrowly north 
away from the river, with a river 
front lawn, house, orchard and tilled 
fields as the organizational hierarchy. 
Even then Detroit faced the river. 
This order has left an impression on 
our contemporary life In the organi
zation of the city.

Of course, then there was the 
British domination and Pontiac's 
rebellion, all of which enliven and
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The Detroit Dry Dock Company. From Silas Farmer's "History of Detroit 6 Wayne 
County." (1890)
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Park, and the soon to be built St. 
Aubin Park and Marina. These posi
tive developments are timely and 
contextual and are generating a 
rebirth in the area. The area has 
become a virtual Bourbon Street, 
with it's fine restaurants and night
clubs housed in vintage buildings. On 
Jefferson Avenue numerous historic 
homes have been successfully con
verted to professional offices. The 
area has attracted a great amount of 
public interest with the City Recrea
tion Department historic bike tours 
and a Junior League of Detroit walk
ing tour brochure. Obviously more 
development is to come.

This legacy however is fragile. 
Already several buildings on the river 
front, near the central business 
district have been "Northwestern 
Hiwayized"! That is, stripped to the 
structure and clad with a continuous 
window wall, denying their industrial 
heritage. Along Jefferson Avenue 
some of the historical houses have 
been modernized and squared off 
with aluminum siding obviously to 
create a "progressive" appearance. 
We all know we must take the good 
with the bad and we must lose some 
of our history to grow. However, the 
most important issue is how this is 
done. We know that we cannot hold

on to the past. Hopefully, we also 
know that saving the good and build
ing upon it leads to a richer heritage. 
This will be our legacy to future 
generations. The challenge is not to 
citizens' groups, city government or 
industry. The challenge is more 
appropriately levelled at the design 
professionals, and more specifically 
the architectural community. The 
challenge is for a thoughtful, respon
sible reaction to our collective 
heritage.

Charles Men, AlA of Schervish Vogel 
Men wrote the early history of Detroit. The 
description of Grand Rapids came from The 
Monroe Center Area study that was prepared 
in 1980 by Preservation Urban Design 
Incorporated. The quotes by Robert Wold. 
FAIA came from the September, 1987 issue 
of the West Michigan Profile and are 
used with permission from the Managing 
Editor, Jeannie Mosey.

View of Riverlown looking west with Cheneand St. Aubin Parks in the foreground. Sketch 
courtesy of S. V.M.C.
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Kirk & Koekela Architerts. P.C.K&KA 3200 David Stott Building 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
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Grand Rapids
frame buildings were erected close to 
the river, including the village's first 
hotel. Later in this period, several 
additional hotels were erected, and 
residences of increasing grandeur 
were appearing downtown and on 
Prospect Hill.

Steamboats began to ply the Grand 
River in 1838 and traffic flourished 
for a time. The Michigan State Legis
lature authorized the construction of 
a canal to bypass the rapids. Although 
the canal was built, the locks were not 
finished and the bypass was never 
operational.

The 1840s and 1850s were years of 
considerable building and expansion. 
In the city center, wood commercial 
buildings continued to spring up and 
metal building fronts were the latest 
fashion. Continual stylistic evolution 
was assured by the frequent fires 
which spread rapidly due to wood 
construction and poor fire-fighting 
methods. In response to this danger 
and the increasing prosperity of the 
city, buildings of brick began to 
appear. Grand Rapids was coming of 
age.

erected in 1869, using 6-foot by 12- 
foot panes imported from England. A 
few years later, no modern commer
cial structure would be without such 
a window.

The greatest growth in Grand 
Rapids occurred in the decade of the 
1870s. Physical reshaping of the land 
on which Campau and Lyon had 
made their original claims was nearly 
complete. Prospect Hill was leveled, 
its soil used to fill the river and build 
up streets. The river width was 
reduced to 500 feet, and the islands 
disappeared as the banks were moved 
out to engulf them.

Many buildings in present day Mon
roe Center were built during the 
growth period, such as the Ledyard 
Building and the Aldrich Block. The 
completion in 1874 of the Powers' 
Grand Opera House marked the 
beginning of professional theater in 
Grand Rapids and the first federal 
office building was built in 1879.

The 1880s saw continued growth 
in the downtown area, with density 
constantly increasing. Electric lights 
came into use and the street car sys
tem added a second track through
out the downtown. Major existing 
buildings constructed in the 80s 
included the Kendall and Mousman 
blocks. The new City Hall was built in 
1888, its grand tower and Romanes-

The heart of Grand Rapids today is 
located in about the same spot as it 
was when the Indians used the valley 
floor at the rapids as a meeting and 
trading center. These early French 
traders translated the Indian name 
for the river into "Grand".

The first settlers arrived to find the 
Indians had chosen a very attractice 
gathering spot. The river was 1,400 
feet wide, with several islands creat
ing channels and the rapids stretched 
for about 4,000 feet.

Fur trader, Louis Campau estab
lished a trading post and home at an 
Indian camp site on the river in 1827 
and became the city's first permanent 
settler.

A post office was established in 
1832, and the name Grand Rapids 
came into common use. A new arrival 
named Lucius Lyon purchased land 
surrounding that owned by Campau. 
Campau's settlement had already 
been named Grand Rapids so Lyon 
called his the Village of Kent, after 
Kent County. The unique street lay
out of downtown Grand Rapids 
resulted from the separate develop
ments carried out by Campau and 
Lyon. Lyon oriented his streets to the 
compass points, while Campau laid 
his out at a 45 degree angle.

Major growth occurred in the 
period from 1832 to 1837. Several

By the end of the Civil War, Grand 
Rapids could boast of several rail
roads, a thriving lumber industry, 
and a city ordinance prohibiting 
horse-racing in the city streets. The 
first plate glass store front was

CONGRATULATIONS
M.S.A. ON 100 YEARS

We are glad to have been a part of 
THE MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS 
for our members combined 118 years of service.

Tower • Pinkster ♦ Titus Associates^ Inc.
Architecture • Engineering • Interior Design

1000 South Burdick Street
Kalamazoo. Michigan 49001 

(616) 343 - 6133
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que arches and dormers portrayed 
pride in the City's progress.

The population of Grand Rapids 
reached 60,000 by 1890. No outlying 
shopping centers yet existed to vie 
with downtown as the city’s focal 
point. Forty hotels were there. By 
this time, the city had become the 
furniture capital of the nation, and 
exhibition showrooms featuring 
locally manufactured furniture dre 
many architects, designers, retailers 
and distributors to Grand Rapids.

Buildings climbed higher as the 
steel frames and larger expanses of 
glass characterizing the Chicago- 
style of commercial architecture 
began to appear in the city. The 
ornate detailing of the Victorian era 
gave way to a simpler commercial 
style and to the various classical 
revivals.

In 1890, six architects along with 
35 dentists, 90 butchers, and 1 
chimney sweep had shingles hanging 
in the city. At least one of the archi
tects, Sidney ]. Osgood, was a 
member of the Western Association 
and later the Michigan Chapter. He 
engaged in a lively correspondence 
with Association officials in Detroit. 
By 1891 he had designed 23 churches 
on the west side of the state Including 
the Chapel Church at the "Insane 
Aslym" in Kalamazoo.

Industries, such as furniture manu
facturing, continued at a furious pace 
in the central city during the period 
from 1890 to the beginning of World 
War 1. Residential building continued 
unabated until the 1930s, but 
mercia! construction declined drama
tically, leaving the central city rela
tively Intact until the 1960s. Federal 
policies and the post-World War II 
baby boom caused explosive growth 
in suburban areas, the creation of 
satellite commercial centers, thedil 
tion of downtown markets and the 
consequent decline in the viability of 
downtown Grand Rapids. Much evi
dence remains, however, of the 
periods of the city's most vital 
growth.

Is there such a thing as a West 
Michigan School of Architecture? 
"By all means,"says Robert Lee Wold, 
who has practiced architecture in 
Grand Rapids for more than 30years. 
Site planning, the kinds and quality of 
building materials used and emphasis 
on form following function charac
terize the region's architecture. Some 
people call it conservative; he calls it 
"organized understatement."

West Michigan architects avoid 
leveling a site to fit their building 
designs, Wold continues. Instead, 
they strive to design the buildings to 
fit its site. "Architects here respect 
the climate because of its extremes. 
That tends to make us more conserva
tive, use conservative materials.” 
Local architects use less glass and 
more masonry; brick masonry or field 
stones rather than large granite slabs 
or precast masonry. "The history of 
craftsmanship and quality in West 
Michigan encourages designers to do 
things that exploit that capability. We 
get much better workmanship here 
than we do in jobs in Detroit, Florida, 
Pennsylvania and Massachus- 
sets."

com-

w

u-

And, don't look to West Michigan 
for examples of "post modern" archi
tecture. In Wold's opinion it's too 
'flamboyant'.

Robert L WoU. FAIA
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Celebrating TOO Years 
of Design Excellence

his exquisite photographic journey.
Solid technical resources are yours 

through two special presentations 
from AIA covering the highlights of 
the new contract forms as well as the 
lowdown on the national honor 
awards and fellowship programs. 
The best exhibits yet will grace the 
floor as our industry friends host us 
for the lunch buffet and dinner party. 
And the always entertaining renova
tion expert, Richard Fry, will share 
some of his recent successes with us.

A special opportunity to hear the 
much sought after, Peter McLaugh
lin, comes your way on Thursday 
evening as we co-sponsor a program 
with SMPS. McLaughlin has been 
called "the most exciting idea man in 
America", and was chosen as one of 
the 100 most innovative executives in 
the country. He has entertained audi
ences across the U.S. with his humor, 
insight and keen advice on how to 
maximize individual and team perfor
mance in business. His marvelous 
book, Mentally Tough, uses new but 
proven techniques of sport psychol
ogy and applies them to business per
formance. Peter McLauchlin is a spe
cial attraction that we will not soon 
forget.

On Friday, the day kicks off with 
the annual MSA Business Meeting, 
followed by our most interesting 
line-up of presenters yet. Bill Porter, 
from GM's Buick Division, will share 
his terrific visual presentation on the 
history of automobile design, always 
a favorite in the motor city. Gretchen 
Bellinger, enlisted through the 
efforts of ASID, presents her special 
approach to interior design.

The exhibitiorr floor is open again 
for your final update on new pro

place in 1887. Perhaps that is why our 
architect ancestors had the time to 
form the club? I suppose we'll never 
know for sure.

Nonetheless, a one hundred year 
anniversary is still something worthy 
of celebration. The 72nd MSA Con
vention will recognize our One 
Hundred Years of Design Excellence 
with a grand program on October 21- 
23 at the Fairlane Manor Conference 
and Banquet Center In Dearborn. 
Hotel accommodations are adjacent 
at the superb Hyatt Regency and 
distinctive shopping is right at hand 
at Fairlane Town Center. The entire 
complex is right next door to historic 
Greenfield Village.

Opening day highlights include 
inspiring keynote presentations by 
Paul Kennon, Design Principal of 
CRSS, and by Roy Slade, President of 
the Cranbrook Academy. That eve
ning, Detroit's Host Chapter Party 
will kick off the festivities with a 
humdinger of a celebration right 
inside the renowned Henry Ford 
Museum. What belter way to begin 
our retrospective journey through 
the history of design than a festive 
visit through the twelve acres of 
indoor collections ranking among the 
world's best. Youll quickly be able to 
relate the mystery of yesterday to the 
design world of today. Don't miss this 
"Best of Times".

Thursday brings an exciting empha
sis on allied professions with insight
ful presentations by Landscape Archi
tect, William johnson, and Designers, 
Mike and Kathy McCoy. Internation- 
ally acclaimed photographer Bal
thazar Korab, shares with us an 
intimate look at Michigan's architec
ture, landscape and culture through

Dennis M. King. AIA. Chair

So this year's MSA Convention 
marks the one hundred year anniver
sary of our state organization. That's 
certainly something to be proud of. I 
thought that a clever idea would be to 
find out what other important histor
ical events happened in that same 
1887. It should give
clearer perspective to our organiza
tion.

After consulting my World Alma
nac, I was devastated to find . . . 
nothing . Not a single noteworthy 
event was listed for 1887. Not even 
the founding of the MSA. How they 
overlooked that is a mystery to me.

Now 1886, that was a year. It had 
the Chicago Haymarket Labor Riot 
and the formation of the AFL (Amer
ican Federation of Labor). 1886 even

some

saw the final surrender of that great 
Apache Indian. Geronimo.

And even 1888 can be remembered 
for the Great Blizzard in the eastern 
U.S. that left 400 people dead. But 
evidently, nothing memorable took
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Convention
Committees

trace the roots of design in Michigan. 
Bring your family and visit Green
field Village. Ride Detroit's new 
People Mover. Stop in at the grand 
Fisher Building or the ornate Guard
ian Building. Stroll Chene Park or 
visit Greektown and Bricklown. Slay 
the weekend and see what's going on 
in Detroit.

A special note for all the Detroit 
Chapter members too. Remember 
that this year is special for architec
ture in Michigan. The Detroit Chap
ter is one hundred years old also and 
the State is celebrating one hundred 
fifty years as well. So take the time to 
participate in the Convention activi
ties this October 21-23 and give your 
employees the lime that they may 
need to go as well.

This will be the best MSA Conven
tion yet. We've planned it that way. 
And when future generations look 
back in their World Almanac, they 
should find this entry . . . 1987 — 
100 year anniversary celebration of 
the Michigan Society of Architects 
... A great time was had by all!

ducts and lunch is once again avail
able at the exhibitor's buffet.

Friday's afternoon programs are 
"don't miss" specials. We'll be priv
ileged to have Britton Chance, the 
break-through designer of the famed 
"Stars and Stripes", for the Sail Amer
ica team during the America's Cup 
race. Britton will share with us his 
design approach that led to the 
world's fastest 12-meter racing 
sloop, a rare treat for the sailors in 
our midst.

Our last program will feature "The 
Michigan Five", five Michigan archi
tects who have designed and live in 
their own homes. Where else can you 
gel personal guided tours of these 
unique residential solutions. Come 
and see this great variety from Ken 
Neumann, Harry VanDine, Paul 
Bowers, Norm Carver and Bob 
Ziegelman.

Of course we have saved the best 
for last Friday night we feature the 
grand re-opening of the historic 
Beaubien House as the new home of 
our MSA. A special open house lour 
will amaze and excite you as this 
reception leads us into the special 
Honor Awards Banquet to be held in 
one of the contemporary exhibit 
galleries at the Detroit Institute of 
Arts. We guarantee that a great time 
will be had by all.

Of course the Convention will 
include events and programs of 
special interest for students, interns. 
Associates and Affiliates as well. The 
Dow Alumni Breakfast is in place and 
preparations are continuing for a 
special "student's day" during the 
program.

But best of all, this 1987 MSA 
Convention is your opportunity to

Chair
Dennis M. King, AIA
MSA President 
Norman Hamann, AIA
Detroit Chapter President 
John Castellana, AIA
Executive Director — MSA/DC AIA 
Rae Dumke
Exhibits Committee 
James Graham, AIA, Chair 
Steven Farkas, AIA 
Denis Moncion, AIA 
Bonlap Chan, AIA 
Bob Gazall, AIA 
Robert Tremonti, AIA 
Richard Mysiliwiec, AIA 
Marc Therrien, AIA
Program Committee 
Gary Skog, AIA, Chair 
Anothony Foust, AIA 
Donald Root, AIA 
Stephen Sussman, AIA 
Donna Benian, Assoc.
Robert Pearce
Karen Russo, ASID Liaison
Public Relations Committee
Debra Lewis, Chair
Larry Burns
Arthur Smith, AIA
Angela Kimble, SMPS Liaison
William Groh, AIA
Janet Burke, AIA
Graphics Committee 
Gloria Harcourt, Chair
Host Committee 
Carl Roehling, AIA, Chair 
Tim Casai, AIA 
Paul Stachowiak, AIA 
Kirk Delzer, AIA
Associate Representative 
Kathy Buck, Assoc.
Recognitions Committee 
Kenneth Neumann, FAIA, Chair
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MSA Convention 
Program

Thursday (Continued)Wednesday

Meaning in Posl'-Industrial Design 
Michael & Kathy McCoy 
Cranbrook Acaden^y of Art

Education and the Profession:
The Next Slop 
Student-Professional Event

Exhibition Reception 
& Dinner Buffet
Marketing: Sherlock Holmes 
meets Leonardo DaVinci 
Peter McLaughlin

MSA Board of Directors Meeting 4 pm to 5 pm
VIP South

10 am to 2 pm 
Hyatt Regency

2 pm to 3:30 pm 
Hearthside Room

3:30 pm to 5 pm 
VIP South

Design
Paul Kennon, FAIA. CRSS

The Cranbrook Vision;
Past & E^esent
Roy Slade, Cranbrook Academy of Art

IDP Associate Meeting 
Robert E. Samuelson, AIA 
Host Chapter Party:
The Best of Times

4 pm to 5 pm 
VIP North

5 pm to 8 pm 
Exhibit Floor

8 pm to 9:30 pm 
Hearthside Room

5 pm to 6 pm 
VIP North 

7 pm to 10:30 pm 
Henry Ford Museum

FridayThursday
Dow Alumni 
William Gilmore, AIA

MSA Business Meeting 
Continental Breakfast
A Short History of 
American Automobile Design;
A Car Designer's View 
Bill Porter

Color and Design 
Gretchen Bellinger
Exhibition A Luncheon 
Exhibit Floor
Naval Architecture;
The Cup is Back 
Britton Chance

The Michigan Five:
Houses for Architects by Architects 
Paul D. Bowers, Jr., FAIA 
Norman F.Carver, Jr., AIA 
Robert Ziegelman, AIA 
Kenneth S. Neumann, FAIA 
Harold Van E>ine, Jr., FAIA
MSA Design Awards
President's Reception; Beaubien House
Sponsored by SMACNA
Ehnner & Program: Detroit Inst, of Arts

8:30 am to 10:30 am 
Hearthside Room

7:30 pm to 9 am 
Dearborn Presbyterian 
Church 10:30 am to 11:30 am

VIP NorthBefore you Sign your Next Contract. 
Paul G. Sieben, Chairman 
AIA DcKuments Committee
The Context of Architecture: 
Integrating Land, People A Buildings 
William Johnson. Landscape Architect 
William Johnson Associates

Spouse Brunch:
Self-Esteem & Life Transitions 
Mark Springer
Exhibition A Luncheon

8:30 am to 10:30 am 
Hearthside Room

10:30 am to 11:30 am 
VIP South10:30 am to 11:30 am 

VIP North
11:30 am to 2pm

10 am to Noon 
Stutz Bearcat Suite 

Hyatt Regency

11:30 am to 2 pm 
Exhibit Floor

2 pm to 3:30 pm 
VIP South

3:30 pm to 5 pm 
Hearthside Room

AIA Honors and Fellowships 
Maria Murray, Honorary AIA, 
Director Awards Programs AIA

Renovation 
Richard Fry, AIA

33Vi Out of 100 . . .
A Retrospective 
Balthazar Korab

2 pm to 3 pm
VIP North

2 pm to 3 pm 
VIP South

7 pm to Midnight 
Beaubien House A 

Detroit Inst, of Arts
3 pm to 4 pm 

Hearthside Room

Registration Desk Hours Fairlane Manor

Wednesday: Noon to 5 pm 
Thursday: 8 am to 8 pm 
Friday; 8 am to 3:30 pm
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Exhibitors Registration Form
Three-Day Package registration fee includes all seminars, the Exhibi
tor's Design Party, and lunch on the exhibit floor on Thursday and 
Friday. Spouse registration fee includes all seminars, exhibits and the 
Exhibitor's [Resign Party on Thursday evening. Student registration 
fee covers the seminars and exhibits; meals are not included.

Design Professional include members and employees of the following: 
AIA, ASID. IBD, PSMA, ASLA, MSPE, CEC, CSE, MSRLS, MSPO, 
AGC, SMPS, and all employees of A/E firms.
The exhibits will be open Thursday and Friday. There is no charge to 
visit the exhibit floor, but you must register.

Actron Security Systems, Inc.
Advanced Business Systems, Inc.
American Glass & Metals Corp.
American Graphics Engineering 
American Solar Systems 
American Standard 
Andersen Window Corporation 
ANR Pipeline Co.
Associated General Contractors 
Automated Entrance Systems, Inc.
Beaver Distributors, Inc.
Behlen Manufacturing Co.
Borin/Boice Builders Supply 
Cabot Stains, Inc.
Casper System Corp.
Century Rain Aid 
City Animation Co.
Classic Modular Systems, Inc.
Cold Spring Granite Co.
Computer Consulting Services, Inc. 
Consumers Power Co.
Contract Interiors 
Crawford Door Sales, Inc.
Custom Distributors 
Darworth Co.
Detroit Edison Co.
Dow Chemical/ConMat Sales 
Dunn Blue Print Co.
Eagle of Michigan 
Eisen/Roberts/Andridge, Inc.
Engineering Reproduction, Inc.
Environmental Features, Inc.
Fameil Equipment Co.
Fascias, Inc.
Federal Fountain Supply 
Four-D, Inc.
Genesee Ceramic Tile Distributors, Inc. 
Glen-Gcry Corporation 
Grand Distributing 
Grand Blanc Cement Products 
Great Lakes Gypsum Distributing, Inc. 
Greensteel
Hallmark Wallpaper & Paint/Pratt & Lambert 
H.C.Real Estate Co.
Industrial Environmental Consultants, Inc. 
Instrument Sales & Service Co., Inc.
Kawneer Co., Inc.
Latkrete International, Inc.
Lighting Group, The 
Lincoln Tile & Supply 
Marvin Windows 
Metro Wood Lumber & Supply 
MichCon Gas Co.
Millguard Corporation, The 
New World Sales
North American Energy Control, Inc.
Office Pavilion
Oldcnkamp Co., H.J./Dupont Corian 
Oldenkamp Co., H.j./Formica Products 
Otis Elevator Co.
Overhead Door Corporation 
Pella Window & Door Co.
Philip Johnson Corporation, The 
Plumbing & Heating Industry of Detroit 
Pre-Cor»/Schokbeton, Inc.
Professional Underwriters, Inc.
Rainbow Computers 
Reliant Sales 
Robinson Brick Co.
Stark Ceramics, Inc.
Sterling Engineered Products 
TAB Products Co.
Technical Writing & Engineering Co., Inc.

ThermoCon Midwest 
Thoro System Products 
Timberpeg South, Inc.
United Glaze Products 
Versa CAD/Architronics, Inc. 
VireiniaTile Co.
Williams Products, Inc.
Wilson Plastics, Ralph — Wilsonart 
Xerox Engineering 
Yates Office Supply

7^r»-Day Package Registration
___________ $100

_________  $125
Adva nee
Register at the Convention 

Spouse 

Student 

no charge Exhibits Only

$25

$5

Orte-Day Registration

Wednesday (At the door: $35)

Thursday (At the door: $60)
Friday (At the door: $60)

The following events are not included in the Registration Fee. Individual tickets are 
reifuired. *

$25
$50

$50

_________  no charge

_________  no charge
_________  $25

_________  $50
___________ $10

_________  Total

Tickets to all events will be held at the Fairlane Manor or at the event.

Sane _________________________________________________
Spouse Same fif attending)__________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

MSA Business Meeting 

Dow Alumni Breakfast*
Host Chapter Party*

President's Reception it Design Awards* 

Spouse Brunch*

CilyySiate/Zip _________________
Telephone---------------------------------

Check So______________________
OVISA OMastercard Expiration Date 

Account So. ___________________

Chapter
Amount

Signature

Please check: OAIA Member OProf. Afil. OAssociate 
DWALMemberOExhibilor OStuJrnt 
□Other________________________

Mail this form & payment to: Michigan Society of Architects
553 East Jefferson, Detroit, MI 48226
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Honorary Memberships Bestowed
She is active with the Junior 

League of Detroit.The League is res
toring the Sibley House for its head
quarters. She is on the board of direc
tors of her own professional society, 
the Michigan Society of Association 
Executives and is a director and past 
president of the Association Execu
tives of Metropolitan Detroit. She is 
treasurer of CAGE, the Council of 
Architectural Component Executives 
o f the AlA and 
appointed to the Architectural/Con
struction Drawing Advisory Commit
tee of Schoolcraft College.

Robert S. Raisch has been trying 
for many years to bring a sense of 
lightheartedness and fun to the off- 
times too serious profession of archi
tecture. He serves on the Entertain
ment Committee for the Society's 
Midsummer Conferences and for the 
past two years has written, produced 
and directed a play for the Fudgetime 
Players. In the work-a-day world, he 
is president of the Supersine Com
pany and manufactures construction 
signs for distribution on a nationwide 
basis. His company supplies the dis
tinctive matte black awards plaques 
for the Society.

Raisch is a decorated naval aviator 
and was a jet fighter pilot with the 
Marine Corps. He rose to the rank of 
Brigadier General in the Marine 
Corps Reserves and was Assistant 
Wing Commander, 4th Marine Air
craft Wing until his retirement in 
1980.

He has been a patron of art and 
architecture since his days at Cran- 
brook Academy. He is also a member 
of the Detroit Rotary Club, Economic 
Club of Detroit, Detroit Zoological 
Society and was appointed to the Pri
vate Industry Council by Mayor 
Coleman Young in 1984.

When Michigan architects decided 
to organize in 1887, they elected to 
come under the banner of the West
ern Association of Architects. The 
Constitution and By Laws even then 
acknowledged that there were people 
who were very important to the pro
fession who were not practicing arch
itects and therefore could not become 
regular members. Emil Lorch, FAIA, 
the first dean of the School of Archi
tecture at the University of Michigan 
was one of the first to be honored.

Through the years an impressive 
list has grown up of people who have 
played their part to promote the 
cause of great architecture and its by
products: beautiful and functional 
places to live and work. Governor 
William Milliken, W. Hawkins Ferry, 
Dr. Karl Haas, Senator Jack Faxon 
and Thomas Monaghan are previous 
recipients of this accolade.

Three more names will be inscribed 
on the Honorary Membership List 
after the Awards Ceremony at the 
Detroit Institute of Arts on October 
23rd; Jack Sharpe, Rae Dumke and 
Robert Raisch.

Jack Sharpe is the Administrative 
Secretary of the Michigan Board of 
Registration for Architects. He is 
Michigan born and a MSU alumnus 
and has held his post since 1972. He 
participated in the rewrite of the reg
istration act in 1977 and again in 
1980. Currently he is assisting the 
Board in their efforts to improve the 
architect's licensing standards 
through the Intern Development Pro
gram. The new rules are ready and 
will be considered by the Joint Rules 
Committee of the Michigan Legisla
ture within the next 30 days.

Rae Dumke needs no introduction 
to the readers of the Bulletin. She has 
worked for the Michigan Society of 
Architects for the past 20 years and is 
now its Executive Director. She also 
heads the Detroit Chapter/AIA and 
the Michigan Architectural Founda
tion. In her free time she has worked 
to save Orchestra Hall and to 
improve another Detroit jewel 
through her support of the Friends of 
Belle Isle.

recentlywas

Robert Raisch

Rae Dumke

100 M-l-M-
YEARS
OF design!

EXCELLENCE

MICHIGAN 
SOCIETY OF 
ARCHITECTS

LXUikiiiJl
□
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A MSA Gold Medal For Almon Durkee, AlA
Almon Durkee, FAIA is about to be 

presented with the Gold Medal of the 
Michigan Society of Architects. This, 
the Society's most significant award, 
is bestowed from time to time to 
members who have made a lasting 
contribution to the advancement of 
the profession of architecture.

Until his recent retirement, Dur
kee was the Sta le Architect and direc
tor of the Bureau of Facilities for 
Michigan. He was responsible for the 
entire state building program and 
supervised a staff of 600 people and a 
budget of $30 million. Before assum
ing his post with the Bureau he 
worked for 22 years with many of 
Detroit's best known architects; 
Victor Gruen, Linn Smith, Gunnar 
Birkerts and Carl Luckenbach.

In his role as state architect he had 
ample opportunity to strengthen and 
define the architect's place in the con
struction hierarchy. He performed

this function with diplomacy and 
finesse. The protection and con
tinued use of the Elijah Myers 
designed Michigan Capitol is a cause 
that the ScKiely has been vitally inter
ested in for a number of years. 
Durkee is a charter member of the 
Friends of the Michigan Capitol. 
While Direclorof the Bureau of Facil
ities, he worked diligently in the 
highly charged political atmosphere 
of the Capitol to maintain the historic 
integrity of this important landmark.

He is a Fellow of the American 
Institute of Architects, represented 
the Michigan Region on the board of 
directors of the Institute, a past pres
ident of the Michigan Society of Arch
itects, a former director of the 
Detroit Chapter/AIA, and is cur
rently an Emeritus member of the 
Mid-Michigan Chapter/AIA. He is a 
charier member and former officer of 
the Construction Specifications Insli-

Almon Durkee, FAIA
tute and the Michigan Association of
Professions.

The MSA Gold Medal that was 
designed by noted sculptor, Marshall 
Fredericks, in 1954 will be presented 
on October 23, 1987 at a black-tie 
banquet at the Detroit Institute of 
Arts.

Hastings Award Norman Carver, Jr., AlA
The Hastings Award was estab

lished in 1978 to honor the memory 
of Robert Hastings, FAIA. He was a 
distinguished architect, community 
leader, and President of the American 
Institute of Architects before his 
untimely death.

Norman Carver, Jr., AlA will 
receive the award this year in recog
nition of his significant service and 
contribution to a better understand
ing of the architecture and, there
fore, the culture of many different 
ethnic groups throughout the world. 
Beginning with the publication of 
Form and Space of Japanese Archi
tecture over twenty-five years ago, 
he has photographed the vernacular 
buildings of Italian Hilltowns and 
Iberian Villages and the Silent Cit
ies, Mexico and the Maya. So called, 
progress, is threatening many of 
these places but his photographic 
essays will keep these building-types 
alive so that future architects will be

able to study their forms and learn 
their lessons of simple unadorned 
beauty.

A Fullbright Scholarship allowed 
Carver to return to Japan, five years 
after his first trip there with the U.S. 
Army, tostudyand photograph Japa
nese architecture. His trips usually 
lead to books and future subjects 
include North Africa, Greece, Cen
tral Europe, Saudi Arabia and Yemen.

He is a practicing architect in Kala
mazoo and he will be on a panel that 
will be featured at the MSA 72nd 
Annual Convention. He is one of The 
Michigan Five, five architects who 
have designed and live in their own 
houses, who will be telling their sagas 
of this experience to the convention 
delegates.

Normufi Carter, FAIA
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1987 MSA Design Awards
Six of eighty-seven submissions 

earned a 'well done' from the 1987 
MSA Design Awards Jury when they 
met in St. Louis in early September to 
evaluate the best efforts of Mich
igan's architectural community. 
Eugene J. Mackey III, AIA of Mackey 
& AsscKiates in St. Louis chaired the 
energetic and often challenging dis
cussions. The jurors represent a cross 
section of midwest architectural 
firms. Adrian D.Smith, FAIA is a 
principal with the Chicago giant; 
Skidmore,Owingsand Merrilland E. 
Faye Jones, FAIA, himself a National 
Design Award winner, heads a tiny 
six person firm in Fayetteville, 
Arkansas.

The winning solutions were all 
produced by medium to small sized 
firms. Osier/Milling Architects from 
Ann Arbor came away with two 
awards. One, the rehabilitation of 
their hometown Michigan Theater, 
was a joint venture with Quinn 
Evans/Architects also of that city. 
While noting that projects of this 
type are difficult (to evaluate) in an 
awards program since so much 
depends on the work of the original 
architect, the jury chose to acknowl
edge the obviously careful research 
and execution of a most successful 
restoration.

Osler/Milling's other award goes 
to a corporate headquarters and ware
house in Lake Orion. The jury called 
it an innovative solution for the build
ing type and added that it is a mature 
work of architecture.

Across the state in St. Joseph, 
Allegretti Architects designed a 
luxury condominium in New Buffalo 
that captured the spirit of its setting 
with powerful simple imagery. It is 
reminiscent of the opulence and gran
deur of the turn of the century resort 
hotels that are found along the coast 
of Lake Michigan.

James Blain/Robert Wakely Asso
ciates came up with the concept for 
the Cambridge Center Office Build
ing in Livonia. Even though the jury 
was concerned about the use of reflec
tive glass as an overworked building 
material, they fell that this particular 
building was executed extremely well

William Kessler and Associates Industrial Technology Institute Ann Arbor, 
Michigan.

James Blain/Robert Wakely Cambridge Center Livonia. Michigan

Gunnar Birkerts and Associates, Inc. Wehner. Nowysz, Patlschull and Pfifner, 
Associate Architects — University of Iowa College of Law, Iowa City. /ow?a
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and that it has a strong, clear plan and 
a well articulated building form.

Two firms that have consistently 
appeared on the MSA Design Honor 
Award list have once again produced 
distinctive and exciting buildings. 
Gunnar Birkerts and Associates. Inc. 
from Birmingham submitted a win
ner in the College of Law for the 
University of Iowa. William Kessler 
and Associates of Detroit will receive 
another accolade for the Industrial 
Technology Institute in Ann Arbor. 
This building was awarded a plaque 
last year in the Detroit Chapter/AIA 
award program.

Birkerts' Law Liberty, sited on a 
wooded limestone bluff overlooking 
the river in Iowa City, caused a lot of 
discussion by the jury. They con
cluded that it was clearly a tour de 
force, a one-of-a-kind building.

Of Kessler's stainless steel and 
glass ITI building they noted that the 
architecture expresses the high-tech 
nature of the work being done there. 
The buildings of the Institute are 
masterfully and precisely detailed 
and. in spite of the strong contrast, 
carefully accommodate the land.

Ken Neumann, FAIA, who once 
again organized the MSA award pro
gram will be on hand at the DIA on 
October 23rd to introduce jury chair, 
Eugene Mackey III, who will fly in 
from St. Louis for the presentation. 
The black tie evening will be the 
exclamation point to the 100th Anni
versary Celebration of the MSA.

Osier Milling/Quinn Evans (A joint 
venture of Osler/Milling Architects, 
Inc. and Quinn Evans/Architects) — 
Michigan Theatre Restoration/Retiovation 
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Osler/Milling Architects, Inc. 
Harry 5. Peterson Co.. Inc. Lake Orion. 
Michigan

Allegretti Architects — 
Dunewooil Condominiums, 

New Buffalo, Michigan
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Challenge for 
the Future

There are two major levels of 
national professional representation; 
the elected regional directors, who 
together are the Institute's board, 
and the volunteer members of the 
national committees who are the 
heart and soul of the AIA. In the 
December issue, I will discuss how 
my successor should start getting 
involved now to better serve you. 
Below I will discuss the opportunities 
available to us on the National Com
mittees.

Every aspect of our National need 
and professional responsibility is 
covered through our 39 Washington- 
based committees. Involvement is 
available to every member as a corres
pondent on any number of commit
tees. Active participating member
ship is open and unlimited. Each 
committee has a small number of 
funded positions open primarily to 
those members who have served 
unfunded on a committee before and/ 
or to those who are willing to commit 
three years to directing a committee.

This is a carefully prescribed pro
cedure for selection of the funded 
positions. Overriding this process is 
an added policy to provide a propor
tionate number of funded slots to 
each Region-Parity. Michigan has 
achieved only 75% of parity during 
each of the last three years while 
some regions enjoy over 200%. We in 
Michigan, including me, have not 
adequately availed ourselves of the 
chance to become involved there. 
Our lack of commitment has created

a lack of representation at the leader
ship level in the national committee 
structure.

Think about it, get involved; help 
provide the Michigan viewpoint to 
nationwide issues! Geographic parity 
is a challenge to which you personally 
can make a major difference.

We have another test. Unfortun
ately there are other facets, beyond 
geography, which also lack parity. 
Among them are; the small firm prac
titioners, blacks, women, and asso
ciates. Obviously, each group has its 
own responsibility to get involved 
and to achieve equal representation.

However, our other obligation is to 
maintain an awareness of this dis
parity and more importantly to keep 
an open mind that will promote and 
not impair representation for all our 
fellow professionals. Think about it, 
challenge your degree of awareness 
and through your actions help to 
promote a true national parity!

Robert Greager, AIA

TWO HUNDRED YEARS OF 
CONSTITUTION, 150 YEARS OF 
MICHIGAN STATEHOOD, AND 
100 YEARS OF THE MICHIGAN 
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS. These 
events make me think of celebration, 
heritage and responsibility.

As my focus has expanded from 
local to state to national, I have 
become more keenly aware of the 
interrelationship of responsibility, 
involvement, and representation.

The point 1 want to emphasize is 
responsibility and its two sides; 
enfranchisement and disenfranchise
ment. The basis of our national gov
erning system, which is embraced by 
our professional society, is represen
tation — broad representation.

115 West Brown Street 
Birmingham Ml 46011 

313 644-0600

Architects

Luckenbach | Ziegelman and Partners Inc
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PERFORMANCE

NEWS RELEASE: PRODUCTIVITY

60 years of experience by firms of 
CBC Network.

Robert H. Isler. AIA and Louis Kilgore, AIA, 
have been merged to form the new firm of

ACCURACY

SUPPORT

-Realize the versatility of a high performance CAD 
system!

•More than double drawing and design productivity!

•Ensure drawing and design accuracy!

-Enjoy service and support from the best team 
of CAD specialists in the business!

ISLER/KILGORE, ARCHITECTS.

The new firm offers integraph, generated 
computer drafting to fellow professionals.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES:

MSA CONVENTION SPECIAL 

$299.00 Per Month

See us at Booth 44 for details on this 
COMPLETE CAD SYSTEMI

424-8632559-2020

Advanced Business Systems, Inc.
4080 West Eleven Mile Road 

Berkley, MI 48072 
(313) 544-9780

23100 PROVIDENCE DR. 
SOUTHFIELD. MICHIGAN 48075

m mm/k

RELDABLY IByULO @[M
HARPER & SHUMAN - Building a totally integrated software system for 
Architects, Engineers and Interior Designers. Designed by the industry 
leader, this fast and accurate system eases your growing pains by putting 
you in control of the bottom line with:

• BillIng/Accounta Receivable
• Accounts Payable
• Spreadsheet Interface

• Pro|ect Control
• Accounting
• Payroll

For more information, call or write;

Harper & Shuman Headquaners: 
Harper and Shuman. Inc.
68 Moulton Street 
Cambridge, MA 02136 
(617) 492-4410

Harper & Shuman Midwest Representative: 
Prolesaional Management Solutions 
28425 W. EigM Mite Road 
LIvorWi. Ml 48152-2082 
(313) 538-3665

Endorsed by AIA and NSPE/PEPP
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Harley Ellington 
Pierce Yee Associates, Inc.
Architects Engineers Planners

26111 Evergreen Road 
Southfield, Michigan 48076 
313 354 0300
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CHARLES TERRENCE McCAFFERTY AND ASSOCIATES aSchitects/community planners

8445 EAST JEFFERSON, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48214

ARCHITECTURE!

Garbooshian / Budday Associates, Inc.
Armen G. Garbooshian, AI.A. 
Jeffery T. Budday, A.I.A.

Use Newman, A.I.A. 
Larry D. Lipa A.I.A.

principal

prifKipal

Robert M. Piatek, AJ.A. Nina L. Snyderassociate
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Albert Kahn Associates Salutes the Centennial Anniversary 
of The Michigan Society of Architects

Albert Kahn Associates, Inc. Architects and Engineers
Detroit. Michigan

Architects Four, Inc,
('onsuking Preservation Architects

We specialize in the restoration, 
rehabilitation and adaptive re-use 
of existing buildings.

We provide consultation on:
• Historic and building research
• Documentation/recording
• Building evaluation
• Design
• Technology
• Reconstruction
• Paint and decorative restoration
• Speafications

208 W. Liberty Ann Arbor. Ml 48103 
(313) 769-9444

Architecture In Michigan is great 
and always has been . . .

Best Wishes 
Peter B. Frantz, AIA 
Emeritus and Associates 
Saginaw — Bay City

Photo/rom a Jew years ago — or back at the beginning
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Annual Meeting 
Detroit Chapter/AIA

portion of the cost in the hope that it 
would encourage a large attendance 
at their Annual Meeting.

A short but very important busi
ness meeting will begin at 7:30 and 
last for 45 minutes. It is election time. 
Thearchitecls who will lead the chap
ter for the next year will be chosen. 
Arnold Mikon, AIA who has spent 
the last year in training as Vice Presi
dent will assume the presidency 
within 20 days of the election. The 
Elections Committee recommended 
and the Board approved the following 
slate:
Vice President/President Elect 

Steve Vogel, AIA 
Secretary

Paul Stachowiak, AIA 
Chapter Director (3 year term) 

Michael Tomasik, AIA 
MSA Director (2 year term)

Michael Mosley, AIA 
Stephen Whitney, AIA 
(Two to be elected)

Associate Director 
John Marusich
An exciting evening has been 

planned. A peek at Wright's cherokee 
red Packard is worth the price of 
admission. And, no designer worth a 
t-square will want to miss Birkert's 
design secrets of this very important 
building for one of the Twentieth 
Century's few real patrons of archi
tecture.

Please mail your check for $10 for 
dinner to headquarters.

Congratulations
MSA

On Your 100''’ 
Anniversary

Gunnar Birkerls, FAIA

The Annual Meeting of the Detroit 
Chapter/AIA on November 5th will 
be full of surprises. The first bit of 
information to catch your eye is that 
it will be held in Ann Arbor. The 
Huron Valley Chapter/AIA need not 
be shocked. Detroit Chapter officials 
have no plans to expand their boun
daries and Huron Valley members 
are invited to attend this special 
event.

The reason for this small contra
diction is Gunnar Birkerts, FAIA. He 
is the headliner for Lecture #6 in the 
Chapter's Centennial Anniversary 
Series and the building he will feature 
is Dominos Farms that is located just 
north of Ann Arbor.

Tour guides from Gunnar Birkerts 
& Associates will lead people through 
the sprawling facility beginning at 
5:30 p.m. After everyone has had a 
chance to look at the architecture and 
to examine Tom Monaghan's exten
sive collection of Frank Lloyd Wright 
artifacts, dinner will be served at six 
thirty. Pizza is on the menu (what 
else?) along with an antipasto salad. 
You will make your own desert — 
luscious ice cream sundaes. The cost 
of all this is a low $10. The Detroit 
Chapter Board voted to subsidize a

"ArgosGroup

Facilities

Strategies and Services

American Center Building 
27777 Franklin Rd.
Suite 675
Southfield, Michigan 4S054 
5151355-3535
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Photo Drafting
The Alternative

You are probably spending too much time 
and money on elevation and interior drawings!

Photo Drafting is a unique process that creates sharp, reproducible photographic images 
on ordinary drafting film. These images can be scaled, detailed and revised; they produce 
blueprints of exceptional quality. Our service is fast, convenient, and cost effective. Photo 
drafting supplements or replaces conventional renderings of existing structures. We also 
provide on-site architectural photographic services — on short notice!

<4 99

FREE Technical Writing and 
I Engineering Co., Inc.Get a complete package 

explaining the details. 
Call or write, today! 16165 West Twelve Mile Road 

Southfield, Michigan 48076 
Telephone: 313/559-6230

We build 'em 
like th^ 
used to.

Large or small.
Complicated or unusual.
Whatever the scope of your building 
project. Parliament Company has the 
background and resources to success
fully complete your building project - 
on time and within budget.

I lib PARLIAMENTCOMPANY
30200 Telegraph Road, Suite 251 
Birmingham, Ml 48010 
(313) 645-6680 ...Building to Serve the Needs of the Community
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MSA 100th 
Anniversary Poster

Associate Director's 
Report

to meet with the Soviet delegation. 
Any one interested should call asso
ciate member /im Winter-Troutwine 
at 616-942-0440 for more informa
tion.

The cover for the October Bulletin 
is a sample of the magnificent 
magenta washed MSA 100th Anni
versary Poster. It was chosen as the 
cover in the hope that alt AIA mem
bers will be motivated to buy several 
of the 20x26 inch 'real things'at a cost 
of $4 each.

The inspiration forthe poster came 
outof a meeting Tom Lucashad with 
the nine Chapter Vice Presidents. It 
was designed and photographed by 
Balthazar Korab to commemorate 
the Centennial Anniversary of the 
Society. Janet Ford, AIA of Schervish 
Vogel Merz did the graphics. It is the 
showpiece of a public awareness cam
paign that will be pushed by the 
Society for the next three years.

Members are being asked to help 
underwrite the printing cost by pur
chasing the posters but the goal is to 
have them hanging in public spaces 
all over the state. Chapter officers 
will be sending them to local offici3]s, 
libraries, museums, etc. and they will 
be available for sale at art fairs and 
other community events. A one dol
lar contribution from each sale will go 
to the Michigan Architectural Foun
dation.

by David Aten, Associate

The judging has been held and as 
promised, here are the results of the 
MSA Associate Member Drafting 
Competition. As mentioned last 
month, the quality of the entries was 
exceptional and the judges had quite a 
time deciding the winners. With all 
but two entries coming from west of 
Lansing, the odds would give "out- 
state" members a better chance of 
winning. And they did. The winners 
are:
First Place: Michael R. Blied from the 
Western Michigan Chapter/AIA. Miheisa 
Battle Creek native who holds a B5 and 
Master's Degree from U of M.
Second Place: fim Winter-Troutwine of the 
Grand Valley Chapter/AIA. A graduate of 
Ball State University, Jim is employed by 
DSO Reid Architects in Grand Rapids. 
Active in local and national environmental 
groups, he is a member of the Audubon 
Society. Greenpeace and Architecis/Design- 
ers/ Planners for Social Responsi
bility.
Third Place: Grace Moose of the Grand 
Valley Chapter/AIA. Wi//i both a degree in 
architecture and interior architecture from 
LIT, Grace is a designer in the Health Care 
Division of the WBDC Group of Grand 
Rapids. Prior to joining WBDC, she worked 
as an intern in a firm in London, England.

Next year's contest may be 
expanded to include CADD gener
ated drawings. Even though it didn't 
fit the category of "working draw
ings", one entrant submitted a 
CADD drawing which the judges 
were very impressed with. With 
more and more firms going to 
CADD, it may be considered next 
year.

One more note of interest — on 
October 16th and 17th, four archi
tects from the Soviet Union (includ
ing the president of the USSR Union 
of Architects will be in Chicago as 
part of a tour sponsored by the Archi
tects/Designers/Planners For ScKial 
Responsibility. The Grand Rapids 
Chapter ADPSR is looking for people 
to be part of a group going to Chicago

Intern Development 
Program

Barring any last minute glitches, 
the revised requirements for licens
ing that includes the intern provision 
that was developed by the Michigan 
Board of Registration for Architects 
will be considered by the joint Legis
lative Rules Committee in the next 30 
days.

As this significant change in the 
registration process comes closer to 
becoming a reality, it behooves AIA 
members and those who are seeking 
registration to become familiar with 
the new rules. Robert E. Samuelson, 
AIA, Associate Professor in the 
Department of Architecture at Ohio 
State University has been invited to 
speak to both interns and employers 
on October 21st from 5-6 p.m. during 
the 72nd Annual MSA Convention.

Earlier in the day he and Art Nel
son, AIA will be taking their IDP 
Show on the road. They will be at 
SH&G at 8:00 a m.; Albert Kahn at 
9:30 a m. and at TMP at noon. Phil 
Meathe, FAIA has invited all down
town Detroit interns and principals 
to the SH&G's office at 455 Fort 
Street to take part in this important 
presentation.

NAME:_____________
FIRM:______________
ADDRESS: _________

CITY:
Enclosed is my check #. 
posters @ $4.00 each.
The cost includes shipping and 
handling. NO POST OFFICE BOXES 
PLEASE.
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WILLIAM KESSLER AND ASSOCIATES

/ ICELEBRATES

THE 100TH BIRTHDAY

OF THE MICHIGAN SOCIET<OF ARCHITECTS
%
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Beaubien House 
553 East Jefferson 
Detroit, Ml 48226

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

TIME VALUE

E N D A RCAL
DECEMBER

1 MSA Board of Directors/ 
Election Beaubien House

27 Third Annual Governor's 
Arts Awards Dinner 
Westin Hotel, $150 per 
person call: 961-1776 

30 Deadline for Western 
Michigan Chapter/AIA 
Awards

thru October 3 1st
Dan Powell, a photographer with a national 
reputation, will bring his Art & Architecture 
Series to the Pierce Street Gallery at 21 7 
Pierce Street. Birmingham. /Wed. thru Sat. 
11-5 and by appointment.) Large black and 
white photographs of unusual prespective foc
using on the timeless beauty of architectural 
form make up this important show.

Cover Photo:
The Cover is the MSA Centennial 
Anniversary Posters. If was designed 
and photographed by Balthazar Korab. 
The graphics were done by Janet Ford 
of Schervisk, Vogel, Mertz.

NOVEMBER
BIG MOVE BACK TO THE 
BEAUBIEN HOUSE 
Detroit Chapter/AIA 
Annual Meeting. Anniver
sary Lecture #6, Gunnar 
Birkerts, FAIA Dominos 
Farms, Ann Arbor, begin-

??

OCTOBER
5Mid-Michigan Chapter/ 

AIA Meeting Noon 
WAL Trip to Campbell 
Ewald Company 
MSA Convention 
Exhibitions and Seminars 
Fairlane Manor, Dearborn 
Host Chapter Party 
Henry Ford Museum 7 p.m. 
Costumes encouraged 
Spouse Brunch 
Dearborn Hyatt Regency 
10 a.m.
Gala Reopening of the 
Historic Beaubien House 
beginning at 7 p.m. and fol
lowed by The MSA Honor 
Awards Program black tie 
dinner at the Detroit Insti
tute of Arts
CAM's CONSTRUCTech 
Computer Seminar 
Fairlane Manor, Dearborn 
Call: 313-567-5500

15

20 MSA BULLETIN
21-23 VOL. 10 ISSUE 8ning at 5:30 p.m.

ESD Luncheon, Detroit 
Construction Update 
Call: 313-832-5400 
MSA Vice President's 
Meeting 9:30 a.m.
Harley Hotel, Lansing 
LIT ArchiLECTURE 
Thom Mayne, avant-garde 
Los Angeles architect 
7:30 p.m. Architectural 
Auditorium 
Western Michigan 
Chapter/AIA Annual 
Awards Program 
Mid-Michigan Chapter/ 
AIA Meeting
New Registrants Reception 
Beaubien House and 
St. Peter & Paul Church

10
Rae Dumke 

Lynne Merritl-Francis
..............Calhy Brooks
Celeste Van de Vyver 

Mary Lou Williams 
Barbara Willell

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE:
........................................Tim Casai, AIA
The MSA Bulletin is published 10 times 
per year by the Michigan Society of 
Architects and is distributed free of 
charge to all members and their firms. 
The Michigan Society of Architects 
accepts classified advertising from 
MSA meitibers and firms free of charge 
up to 6 lines. Advertising over this 
figure costs $2.00 per line. Circulation 
2,000. Address: Beaubien House, 553 
East fefferson, Detroit, Ml 48226; 
313/965-4100.
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